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Hospital Week

In the cards

Warming up

MCCH joins other facilities
in celebrating special time

Baseball enthusiasts
enjoy Calloway card show

Local track teams
prepare for regionals
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— News In Brief
Several injured when smoky fire
breaks out on Belle of Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lAP — At least 13 people sustained minor injuries when a smoky fire broke out during a Mother's Day Cruise Sunday on the Belle of Louisville steamboat.
One woman was hospitalized for smoke inhalation exacerbated by
asthma, four others were treated at hospitals for smoke inhalation
and bumps and bruises, and the rest were treated at the scene, officials said.
The fire, which scorched a wall on the second level of the steam•
boat's starboard side, apparently caused minor damage inside the
vessel, officials said.
After the fire started, Kevin Mullen, the Belle's alternate captain,
steered the 'boat to shore at a park east of downtown. Fishermen
helped moor it to trees
The Harrods Creek Volunteer Fire Department was called at 2:35.
p.m. EDT, but Belle crew members had extinguished the fire by the
time the boat reached the shore. Harrods Creek Fire Chief Leonard
Heydt said
-We couldn't get downstairs at first because of the smoke," said
'Hattie Swope, who was on the Ohio River cruise with her mother.
A large section of the boat's outer paneling was knocked out by
firefighters.
-Police said- the cause of the fire is unknown and is under
investigation.
Belle officials refused to comment, and they posted security guards
to bar reporters and the curious from the boat.
Heydt said the Belle was carrying about 570 passengers, all of
whom were evacuated at the park and taken back to the Belle's docking area on buses.
Mike Fitzgerald. the Belle's captain who was not on board at the
time of the fire,. said Sunday there was no damage estimate.
--Crillieflelielitiled for Sunday night and Monday morning were
canceled, and a decision on a charter cruise scheduled for Monday
night will be made after an inspection by the U.S Coast Guard. Fitzgerald said

ity Th. 4keoriskIrd PM'S

(,1).4.%Sti, Poland — Workers occupying the Lenin shipyard offered
their strike and postpone their goal of reinstating Solidarity if
management gives them a pay raise and promises not to discipline
the strikers
WASHING7WN — The Senate is facing fights over arms control
and NATO this week as it considers both a Pentagon budget bill and
the historic U.S.-Soviet treaty eliminating medium -range nuclear
weapons.
.4CR0SS THE NATION — Drought has threatened water supplies
in the West and Southeast, forced some Texas and California ranchers to sell starving cattle and allowed topsoil and crop seeds to
blow away in the northern Plains
PARIS — President Francois Mitterrand, who steamrolled to reelection over conservative Premier Jacques Chirac. faced the knotty
task today of forming a new Socialist-led government while the right
still controls Parliament.
JERUSALEM — Mubarak Awad. an Arab-American advocate of
civil disobedience ordered expelled by Israel, faces a Supreme Court
hearing today on whether he should be freed pending a final ruling on
the deportation order.
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay — Pope John Paul II, taking on one of
the thorniest issues in Latin America. is seeking to spread the wealth
tilled by a few.
WASHINGTON — George Bush hopes that when voters look at
Michael Dukakis they will see Carter interest rates, Carter oil prices.
Carter wringing his hands at Camp David. Carter agonizIng.Willle the
American flag is torched in Tehran. But it could be a problem for
Bush that malaise is not prominent in the Dukakis dictionary.
WASIHNGTON — Smoggy air in the nation's cities may become
significantly cleaner than official projections indicate,, new
discoveries about auto pollution suggest. Planned new federal regulations to make gasoline less volatile — harder to vaporiz — may cure a
problem only now being recognized, some analysts say.
WASHINGTON — The Justice Department is reviewing a Texas
literacy test for would-be law enforcement officers that is failed by
three out of four blacks and two out of three Hispanics. The federal inquiry is intended to determine whether the test discriminates against
minorities seeking jobs in nearly 300 Texas law enforcement
agencies.
to end
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824 apply for

MSU degrees
at65th spring
graduation
A total of 824 students in the spring class have applied for degrees
to be awarded in the 65th annual
spring commencement exercises
at Murray State University on
Saturday, May 14.
Among that number are 626 for
bachelor's degrees, 174 for
master's degrees and. 24 for
associate degrees. They represent
24 states and six foreign countries.
Also participating in the capandi-gown ceremony will be 375
mid-year graduates as well as
some graduates from both the 1987
and 1988 summer classes since the
spring commencement will be the
only graduation exercise of the
year.
Speakers for the 10 a.m.
ceremony to take place in Racer
Arena will be Mark Logan of
.Henderson and Monica Hobbs of
Cunningham, the Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman.
((ont'd on page 1)

It can be said that all successful
salespeople have two things in
common: boundless enthusiasm
and an undying belief in their
products.
So it is with the state's new
secretary of the Tourism Cabinet
— the chief salesperson for the
tourism industry. She is Mary Ray
Oaken, a self-proclaimed
salesperson who knows only one
way to work: "in overdrive "
Her enthusiasm is clearly
reflected in her attitude about
work "1 can't wait to get to work
in the morning and I hate leaving
at night. Being chosen secretary of
tourism has been the greatest
challenge of my entire life. I've

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the TM Murray Ledg•r
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 6. m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. • 12 p.m. Saturday

"Horses," by Theodore
center, won the
most popular" award at the
Spring Potpourri of Art at the
Calloway County Public
library Saturday. At left is
competition judge Dick
Jackson; at right above is
Jackie Jones, first place winner in photography. Not pictured are Heather Kemp, who
won the two-dimensional
category, and Woodfin Hutson,
3-1) winner. At right, Jack and
Rosemary Bryan bought some
flowers outside the library
from Anita Poyner. A full day
of activities and art exhibits
highlighted the day.

',bassi, above

Forecast
Tonight, partly cloudy. Low
50 to 55. West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday, mostly sunny and
pleasant. High in the mid 70s.
Northwest wind 10 to 15 mph.
Extended Fbrec.ast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for partly cloudy skies
Highs will be in the mid-60s to
mid-70s

enjoyed it immensely," she said in
a recent interview.
And she believes strength is her
"product." "Kentucky has many
advantages as a travel destination. We're located a day's drive
from 100 million people, we're a
state with great natural beauty,
and we Kentuckians have a
hospitality that is unparalleled
anywhere in the country," she
said.
And like any good salesperson,
she has a plan.
"We want to develop a strategy.
a long-range plan for tourism,"
she said in a recent interview.
The plan will encompass not only advertising, but also public

relations and other techniques, as
part of an overall marketing effort. An emphasis of the plan will
be on assistance for local tourism
promotion.
The cabinet also intends to encourage local tourism groups to
work together in promoting their
regions to the traveling public.
Regional promotions will be
designed to attract not only out-ofstate visitors, but also Kentuckians who may not have
discovered the travel possibilities
throughout the state.
Oaken believes tourism can be
an important part of Gov. Wilkin-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
White House chief of staff Donald
T. Regan says President Reagan
"laid down no rules and articulated no missions" while his
wife, Nancy, presided over a
"shadowy distaff presidency" influenced by astrological advice.
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Pictured above are Calloway County High School senior class officers cutting the cake during Saturday evening's 1988 prom festivities at the Kentucky Dam Village State Park Activities Center in Gilbertsville. They
are, from left, Christi Jones, treasurer, Reshanna Darnell, vice president, Jennifer Geurin, president,
Michelle Stone, secretary, and Regina Hicks, reporter.

Mel Opine

Ils‘id Turk

Regan's book, "For the Record:
from Wall Street to Washington,"
scheduled to be in bookstores today, details his allegations that
Mrs. Reagan consulted an
astrologer about scheduling of
presidential events.
The book pictures Reagan as a
reluctant decision-maker, saying,
"Never did he issue a direct order.
although I, at least, sometimes
devoutly wished that he would."
"He listened, acquiesced,
played his role. and waited for the
next act to be written," Regan
wrote of the president who
dumped him in favor of former
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. at the
height of the furor over the Iran.
Contra affair. Mrs. Reagan was
widely reported at the time to
have a played a major role in influencing the president to replace
Regan.
The White House issued a statement Sunday saying: "Vindictiveness and revenge are not admirable qualities, and are not worthy of comment. Donald Regan's
attempts to defame the first lady.
on Mother's Day no less, are certainly in that category."
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A little off the op

Bill Collins' records subpoenaed

West Kentucky Rural Electric lineman Joe Miller used a chainsaw to clear electrical lines
Church Road Sunday evening. Company spoketunaziCurtis Carter said power was out from near Locust Grove
4:40 p.m until 7:30
Sunday along Kentucky 121 south of Murray because of high winds blowing tree limbs
into the electricallines.
Carter said no poles were damaged during Sundat:s storm.
star pbsistrillisid Tack

Governor earns honorary award;
No signs of protest among crowd
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP ) —
Wallace Wilkinson never finished
college. He dropped out to work
full-time on the book business that
eventually made him a
millionaire.
The lack of a diploma did not
detract from his later successes,
including winning the governorship of Kentucky. But it always
nagged him. - - -Sunday, Wilkinson got his
degree, even if it was only an
honorary award.
"It's one of the proudest
moments of my rife," Wilkinson

said during his address to graduation ceremonies at Eastern Kentucky University.
Wilkinson's speech carried the
theme that the graduates carried
a special responsibility because of
their education.
"Members of the 1988
graduating class. I am envious of
you today because you receive
something that I do not have, a
college diploma. Treasure it,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson told the graduates to
use their education to eliminate
the barriers that keep one seg-

Graduation...

ment of the state from prospering.
"Today we celebrate what is
good and strong and what is right
about Kentucky," Wilkinson said.
"But there is another Kentucky, a
Kentucky of frustration, of lost
opportunity."
Wilkinson said the graduates
must remember that 800,000 Kentuckians will not go to college
because they never finished high
school and 400,000 cannot finish
high school because they cannot
read.
While the new graduates are
among the most privileged of Kentucky's citizens, Wilkinson said he
fears many of them will leave..the
state to look for greater
opportunity.
"We've talked about making
lasting changes," he said, "and
changing through the strength of
our efforts and not always trying
to just change through the depth of
our pocketbooks."
Wilkinson also took the opportunity to defend his approach to
higher education and deliver some
advice on the subject.
Higher-Vducation will be enriched in the Wilkinson administration, he promised, but warned "we
will do so only if we abandon our
preoccupation with stone and
glass and brick and mortar
monuments."
Some in the university community had questioned the decision to give Wilkinson an honorary
doctor of laws degree during the
ceremony because of the feeling
that he has not done all he could
for higher education.
But there was no sign of protest
Sunday among students or faculty.
Dixon Barr, dean of the College
of Education at EKU, said he expected no demonstration and
noted that Eastern traditionally
confers such an honor to new
governors.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — A
federal grand jury has subpoenaed records of Collins Investments Inc., a company formed by Dr. Bill Collins and partners
shortly after his wife, Martha
Layne Collins, became governor.
FBI agents seized records in the
state Finance Department
relating to two bond issue sales
during the Collins administration.
The grand jury also took copies
of records from the state Revenue
Cabinet relating to a 1984 dispute
over taxes owed by Hazard
businessman Earl Bailey.
The investigation by the FBI
and Internal Revenue Service has
apparently been going on for
several months, according to a
report in Sundays editions of The
Courier-Journal. U.S. Attorney
Louis DeFalai.se would neither
confirm nor deny that an investigation was under way.
Collins would not comment
when asked if his records had been
subpoenaed, but said he had not
been subpoenaed to appear before
a federal grand jury.
Collins, Lexington accountant
Billy Wilcoxson and horseman
Richard Broadbent III formed
Collins Investments in early 1984
as general partner and manager
of the assets of three limited partnerships. Two of them concerned
investments in thoroughbred
horses and one was a real-estate
venture.
In the 21 months following its
creation, Collins Investments raised $7.5 million from 98 investors.
It was learned in June 1986 that
half of the investors in the company did business with the state or
received state appointments.
Gov. Collins ordered her husband's business dealings to be investigated by her staff and the investigators reported finding

Three treated, released
after two-car accident
Three people were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Saturday following a two-car accident at the intersection of Johnson and Whitnell
streets at approximately 3:25
p.m., according to a report from
the Murray Police Department.
Finis C. Holland, 88, of Almo,
was north bound on Whitnell and
apparently did not see the stop
sign at the intersection, the report
Indicated. Upon entering the intersection, Holland's vehicle was
struck by an east-bound car driven
by Burnett S. Ferguson, 43,
Hamlin.
Holland, a passenger in his car,
Donna Holland, 88, and Ferguson
were treated and released at the
hospital, according to a MCCH
spokesman. A passenger in the
Ferguson vehicle, Tressa Ross, 26,
was apparently uninjured.

nothing improper. Despite the findings, the governor ordered that
her husband should no longer seek
Investments from any individuals
whose companies were doing
business with the state.
In April 1986, Collins Investments merged with KHC
Management Corp., a subsidiary
of Kentucky Horse Center, when
the horse center was being run by
California financier Robert R.
Hagopian, who had purchased it
from Joe Johnson in 1985.
Control of the horse center was
returned to Johnson after Hagopian had financial difficulties,
which was followed by Collins and
Johnson striking a deal designed

to undo the merger of Collins Investments and KHC.
Collins and former Finance
Cabinet Secretary Lester "Mac"
Thompson formed North Elkton
Co. in May 1987. The partnership
took over as manager of the assets
of the three Collins partnerships.
When a dispute arose among investors over the way the company
was being operated, Thompson
resigned as president of North
Elkton in December 1987.
The partners voted to sell all
assets of the three Collins partnerships, but several partners told
The Courier-Journal last week
that the sale is not complete.

MCCH joins other facilities
in celebrating special time
In the spirit of community health,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
joins hospitals across the country
to celebrate National Hospital
Week, May 8-14.
Meeting the health care needs of
the region takes special people and
special services, such as those
available at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
National Hospital Week is set
aside each year to honor hospital
staff members and the important
contributions they make through
their special professions.
"Our employees specialize in
various aspects of patient care, yet
they are also specialists in serving
people, whether at the bedside or
behind the scenes," said hospital
administrator Stuart Poston.
"While they help the sick to
recover, they also are involved in
a variety of wellness activities to
help all members of this community feel their best. We sincerely appreciate the support they receive
from area residents and communi-

Book...

(Coard from page 1)
In an interview Sunday, Regan
said, "I don't .thiniAibis ja _an attack on his wife. ... There are no
adjectives, no deprecation of the
first lady. I merely told the story
of what she did or didn't do during
my period as chief of staff."
The former chief of staff said he
regarded Mrs. Reagan's interest
In astrology as a harmless eccentricity at first and "it wasn't until
it began to impinge and in my
judgment harm the presidency in
the latter part of 1986 and early
1987 that I began to protest."
Asked why he did not wait until
the president was out of office to
make the disclosures in the book,
he replied, "I didn't set the time of
my leaving this administration
arid I don't know why Ishouldl1d
up the book for this administration. This administration certainly
didn't hold up my job."
Regan said he was donating all
BARDSTOVVN, Ky. (AP ) — A
proceeds from the book to charity.
Jefferson County schoolteacher
Over and over, he described the
was briefly detained by police
after heckling Gov. Wallace president as a leader who holds
Wilkinson at the arirtilal Kentucky the reins lightly.
"Theodore Roosevelt believed
Colonels' Barbecue.
Jim Thorne, who teaches that the president could conduct
biology and chemistry at Wag- his office in any way that was not
gener High School, told a reporter specifically prohibited by the Constitution," he wrote. "Reagan,
after Sunday's incident, "I
who laid down no rules and atthought I had the freedom
"of----liculated iiiinissions, conferred 1
speech to register my protest."
Rooseveltian latitude on his

ty organizations in working to
make Murray and Calloway Coutny a healthy one."
National Hospital Week is sponsored each year by the American
Hospital Association and its 6,000
member hospitals Murray.
Calloway County Hospital joins this
national observance to strengthen
communications and foster
Undiritinding among its patients;
employees and the community.

Sheriff reports arrest
of Hazel man Sunday
Kenneth Reed Story, Rt. 1.
Hazel. was arrested Sunday and
charged with first-degree wanton
endangerment and fourth-degree
assault, according to Calloway
County Sheriff ID. Williams.
The charges were made in conneCtion with the alleged assault of
a juvenile on Sunday. Williams
said.
Story is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on a $5,000 bond
subordinates"
Regan, who was secretary of the
treasury before moving to the
White House, said that in his four
years at the Treasury Department, "I never saw President
Reagan alone and neverdiscussed
economic philosophy or fiscal and
monetary policy with him man to
man."
Regan says that "virtually
every major move and decision,
the Reagans made during my time
as White House chief of staff was
cleared in advance with a woman
In San Francisco who drew up
horoscopes to make certain that
the planets were in a favorable
alignment for the enterprise'
He said he did not know the
woman's identity. However, Time
magazine, which published excerpts from the book, identified
her as Joan Quigley of San Francisco. and Ms. Quigley confirmed
In a telephone intervfew, that she
had been giving Mrs. Reagan
astrological advice since shortly
after the assassination attempt on
the president in 1981.
Wrote Regan: "At one point, I
kept a color-coded calendar on my
desk ) numerals highlighted in
green ink for 'good' days. red for
'bad' days, yellow for 'iffy' days)
as an aid to remember when it was
propitious to move the president of
the United States from one place
to another, or to schedule him to
speak in public...or..commence.
negotiations with a foreign
power "

A. Chaney, Sherry L. Colley, Julia
L. Cothran, Robert C. Crawford,
Hal L. Crouch, Michael L. Daniel,
(Cont'd horn pogo 1)
Melanie R. Dawson, Robert G.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
Deitz,
Richard K. Dowdy, Media
and registrar, said the exact
number of graduates will be deter- F. Erickson, Ray W. Ferguson,
Richard W. Flack, Kenneth W.
mined when school officials have
Futrell
, David E. Garrett, Cheryl
checked each candidate to certify
that all graduation requirements L. Glisson, Shawn D. Glisson,
Lynda H. Gustafson, Trent P.
have been met.
Hammack, Nick Horton, Phillip
Among the candidates for
H. Houston, Shelly M. Houston,
degrees in the spring class from
Shelley L. Howell, Sindin A. Jobs,
Calloway County are:
Rebecc
a L. Jones, Cheryl L.
Candidates for
Kruger, David L. Lassiter, Cathy
Bachelor's Degrees
Keith A. Allbritten, Donald C. T. Manning, Amy C. McCage, Joy
Anderson, Joseph S. Anderson Jr., H. McDougal, Billy M. Murray,
Camelia J. Angeles, Patricia D. Keith L. Muskgrow, Rodney S.
Bailey, Kathleen B. Boruff, Sheila Nance, Michael S. Orr, James J.
F. Bourland, Douglas A. Brown, Outland, Deborah C. Pardue,
Lori L. Burkeen, Ellen R. Rhanda G. Pierce, John M.
Buskuehl, Charles D. Bynum, Lisa Roberts, Joseph E. Rogers, Todd
A. Rose, Jamie Rummel-Lyons,
Lee A. Rushing, Lori A. Schanbacher, Aaron A. Schroeder, Lee
E. Stacey, Tiffany M. Taylor, Lori
Turbeville Venice, Steven D.
(Cont'd Irvin pap 1)
son's "Kentucky First" plan, Wells, Michelle Paige Whitt and
David B. Whitten.
which is designed to foster local
Candidates for
economic development.
Master'
s Degrees
"I believe tourism in Eastern
James
R.
Arrigon
, Linda Kaye
Kentucky can be the answer to a
lot of their economic development Bartnik, Pamela Jo Bishop, Terry
Lynn Cartwright, Craig Mitchell
problems," Oaken said. The
Cobb,
Larry S. Cooper, Patricia
western part of the state, with its
Tifft Crawford, Jeffrey Lee DunLakes Region, can also find
man, Susan Kay Dwiman, Roxbenefits by devoting more
anne
Marie English, Janet Louise
resources to tourism promotion,
Hansen, Cheryl L. Hughes, Gary
she said.
Lynn Jarrett, Soon Dae Kim,
The cabinet also will remain
Michael Wayne Marrs, Sally J.
Dr. James Carlin, professor of
committed to maintaining its exMcIntosh, John Alvin McKee,
special education at Murray State
tensive state park system.
University, and five students made
"I've been all over the country Lynn Kay Melton, Todd Mills,
David
William
a
presentation on thinking skills in
Murphy
,
Kelley
and I've stayed at many state
children at a recent meeting in Salt
parks, and I can say that Ken- Pipkin Myatt, Rebecca Blackford
Noffsinger, Tina Gaye R,atterree,
Lake City.
tucky's state park system is abLaurie
Ridge,
Lynette
They attended the 94th Annual
K.
Robertsolutely the finest. The park
Study Conference of the Associasystem is the jewel in tourism's son, Jackie Robinson, Cheryl Lee
Rose, Mary Elizabeth Smith,
tion for Childhood Education Intercrown," she said.
Albert
W
national (ACED, which featured
Starnes
Jr.,
Mark
Tourism is currently the state's
workshops and forums related to
third-largest industry. Oaken James Sutton t_ Daniel Glenn
educational Issues from Infancy
pointed out. Before her tenure as Thompson and T5ouglas George
Vander Molen.
through early adolescence.
tourism secretary is over, she
Candidates for
The Murray State students were
would like to see it become No.2 or
Ladonna Davis, Madisonville
Associate's Degrees
even No.l.
Bruce D. Bowlin, Patricia N.
senior; Lisa Lancaster, Cerulean
"I believe we can do it," Oaken
Bryan, Debra P. Futrell, Kayren
senior;
Carla
Sylvester,
said. "I want to build a bigger and
Gray-Harris, Grace L. Lewter,
Hopkinsville junior; Shawna
better tourism industry."
Sheila L. McClure and Jill A.
Weasel, Crossville, Ill., senior; and
Spoken like a true salesperson
Kathryn Whitledge, Dixon senior.
Morris.
Their presentation featured different methods of developing thinking skills in children, including productive thinking, communication,
forecasting and decision making.
Each student received an
Outstanding Member Award for
her contributions to the group.
Members of the Murray State University delegation to the recent
94th Annual Study Conference of the Associa
Carlin and Miss Weasel currenttion for Childhood Education International (ACEI)in
Salt Lake City preview materials used in the group's
ly serve as members of the Interpresentation on thinking skills In children. Pictured are (left
to right) Renee Adams of Paducah, a Murray
national Executive Board of ACEI.
State alumna serving as president of the Kentucky ACEI;
Shawn& Weasel of Crossville, Ill., a senior elemenAccompanying the group was
tary education major and past president of the Murray
aChevys,Fords, Cadillacs, Mercedes, BMW's,
State ACE1; and Dr. James Carlin, professor of special
Porsches, other imports, Murray State alumna Renee
education at Murray State and adviser of the Murray State
ACEI. Miss Weasel and four other students discussed
etc. Also trucks, vans, furniture, homes, much
Adams, a teacher at Morgan
methods of improving the forecasting, decision making
more. For information
and communication skills of children from infancy
Elementary School in Paducah and
phone 1-216-453-3000 Ext. A7537
through early adolescence. Miss WP&Sel and Carlin currently
1,10 D“EA pm Kentucky ACE! president
serve as members of the International Executive
Board of ACEI.

Secretary...

Gov. Willcinson
heckled at event

Carlin, others deliver Salt Lake City presentation

Who Else Wants To
Buy Gov't Seized
Autos Low As $100
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PERSPECTIVE
Local hospital
deserves salute
Hospitals exist because we need them. They are created to serve
the residents of the community in which they are located. They
belong to everyone.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is among our most valued community resources. Twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year, Murray.
Calloway County hospital provides the most advanced medical treatment available to patients in this area. In our time of need, Murray.
Calloway County Hospital is there, with the latest technical equipment and skilled, dedicated personnel.
But the hospital has something more. People who care — individuals who bring a personal commitment to their work every day
of the year; a commitment to serve the human needs of each of us.
This week, from May 8-14, is National Hospital Week. It is a week
we set aside each year to acknowledge the contributions made to our
welfare by hospital employees.
Each of us benefits from the existence of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. We urge you to take advantage of National Hospital Week to
become involved with the hospital, as a volunteer or as a concerned
citizen.

Washington Today
By Donald M. Rothberg
without considerable help from a
— carefully chosen running mate.
PHILADELPHIA (AP
George Bush's spokesman sugDukakis has a perceived progests that there is "something blem of geography.
really unseemly" about efforts to
Not since 1976, when Georgian
promote this or that person as the-Carter was at the top oftheideal vice presidential candidate. ticket, has a Democratic presidenDemocrat Michael Dukakis is tial candidate carried the South.
even more blunt. "The nominee
To bolster his Southern strength,
makes that decision," he says.
Dukakis is being urged to choose
But the people who are pro- from a small group of Southern
moting various running mates as senators — Sam Nunn of Georgia,
the _onl_y_real hope for_ the Lloyd Bentsen of Texas or Bob
Republican or Democratic ticket Graham of Florida.
in the fall are not easily
In obvious contrast to the
discouraged.
Democrats, the Republicans have
To begin with, they tend to be. been looking unbeatable in the
people who thought neither Bush South and West in recent presidennor Dukakis had a chance of sur- tial elections.
viving the primary season. DepenThe party's conservative wing
ding on their place on the political wants a signal from Bush that he
spectrum, they spent much of the is a loyal conservative who won't
past year dreaming that Mario ditoh the Reagan agenda if he
C\iomo- or Edward M. Kennedy. becomes president. What they
Pat Bitehanak or Jeane now view as the clearest signal
Kirkpatrick would bring some ex- would be the choice of one of their
citement to the presidential race. own as his running mate.
The Pennsylvania primary on
Few people set conservative
Tuesday should give Bush the hearts aflutter like Jeane
1.139 delegates he needs to claim a Kirkpatrick, the hardline former
majority at the Republican Na- U.N. ambassador. So now comes
tional Convention next Augustin._ ---urt--Clinkscales, a conservative
New Orleans.
activist, who has formed an
That same primary should give unauthorized committee to draft
Dukakis a fourth straight primary Mrs. Kirkpatrick for the GOP
victory and convince most of the ticket — an effort the former amremaining doubters that the bassador disavowed through -a
Massachusetts governor will be spokesman.
the candidate chosen in Atlanta in
"She believes the decision on the
July
vice president should be solely
But the skeptics still doubt that of Vice President Bush," said
either man can win in November Mark Salter.
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The accordion vs. the guitar: no contest
Mike Royko is on vacation. While
he is away, we are reprinting
some of his favorite columns. The
following first appeared July 31,
The accordion is said to be slipping out of sight as a popular
instrument.
Since 1950, when 130,000 were
sold, it has dropped to a recent oneyear sale of 35,000.
Guitars, meanwhile, are being
sold by the millions.
There was a time when, in .my
neighborhood alone, there must
have been 35,000 accordions. The
only guitar player was a hillbilly
who always strummed sad songs
because hard times had forced him
to leave his neighborhood and live
with people who used garlic.
There were a lot of reasons why
the accordion was popular among
the working and drinking classes.
It made a lot of noise for just one
instrument. There was no future as
a tavern or wedding virtuoso if you
took up the flute or harp. You needed a big instrument that would
drown out the sound of stomping
feet, breaking glasses and falling
bodies.
Also, the accordion looked
-something -like- the only other
musical instrument people in the
neighborhood were familiar with —
the juke box. It gleamed and had as
many colors as new kitchen
linoleum.
Nobody saw sense in spending
money on something like a violin,
which was small, made of wood,

and would break if you hit someone
with it.
Some people, mostly girls,
played the piano. But it never
caught on big because you couldn't
take it to a picnic.
One of the better accordion
players I new was Slats Grobnik.
Like others, he studied at
Walter's Academy of Music, which
was next to the Exterminating
Store on Milwaukee Avenue.
Walter was the dean of the
academy and was also famous for
his Saturday night conserts at the
Jump Rite Inn. He knew more dirty lyrics to "I Got a Girlfriend, Her
Name is Mary Polka" thaniny accordionist I ever heard.
Slats didn't want to play the accordion. He preferred the violin,
because it was small and he was
lazy. but his mother said: "You
can't play the violin. People will
think were Jewish."
"Besides," she said, "if you learn
the accordion you can earn money
playing on weekends at the
taverns. And that will give you a
chance to get to know your father."
This was not a minor investment,
the accordion lessons. In the begin-

ning, Walter loaned an accordion
free and charged only for the
lesons. But as soon as a kid
remembered td-take his finger out
of his nose and press a key, Walter
told the parents that the boy was a
genius and should own his own
instrument.
If a youth had talent, and was too
dumb to conceal it, he would probably get an accordion with his initials on the front Then he was trapped, because it was hard to resell
with initials.
As soon as his repertoire included one polka and a Hit Parade foxtrot, he was dragged into the parlor
and forced to perform for his aunts,
uncles and snickering cousins.
Next it would be a picnic and the
chance to show you could play with
mosquitoes in your ears and
somebody spilling beer on the keys.
Then on stage at the
neighborhood movie house's Saturday Talent Show. It was a thrill to
stand there with all your friends in
the front row yelling that you stink.
For the very best, the big time
was going on Morris B. Sachs'
Radio Amateur Hour and playing
"Lady of Spain I Adore You."
The biggest competition for first
place was always an Irish tenor
who sang the Lord's Prayer, and
girl tap dancer.
It wasn't hard to beat the girl tap
dancer, because when you heard
one tap on the radio, you heard
them all. But first prize always
seemed to go to the Irish tenor who
sang the Lord's Prayer. It was no

surprise to our neighborhood when
Morris B. Sachs went into politics.
It is to be expected that the accordion has given way to the guitar.
That's the result of the nation's
wealth and buying power shifting
from the adult to the child.
With his own money, today's
teenager can buy the instrument of
his choice. If he has no money, he
can still persuade his parents to'
give him a guitar by threatening to
have a nervous breakdown or
father a child.
The teenager selects the guitar
because he is, basically, a slothful
creature, easily offended by
physical exertion. The accordion is
a large instrument that requires a
certain amount of heaving and
sweating if it is to be played noisily.
The guitar, however. is a light instrument, easily carried by a teenage girl, or even a teen-age boy.
And you get tremendous noise out
of it, especially when it is combined with a youth who sings at the top
of his adenoids about how his heart
is broken because he and his love
want to get married but nobody will
buy them a car.
And that, in simple sociological
terms, is why we have millions of
little Mike Jaggers m.aking our
music.
There is no reason to regret this,
though. If the accordion had re.
mained popular, the country would
be overrun today by a horde of
teenage Lawrence Welks. And half
the parents would be in hock paying for bubble machines.

Mr. and Mrs. Hawley Bucy and
sons, Dwayne And Kenneth, of
Walled Lake, Mich., have been the
guests of relatives here. While
here they spent sometime fishing
on Kentucky Lake.
Forty years ago
Bids are now being advertised
for erection of a bath house at Kentucky Lake State Park, according
to Paul B. Gholson, executive
secretary of Murray Chamber of

Commerce.
Mrs. Joe Page, Paducah,
treasurer of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Woman's Club.
New officers installed were Mrs.
George E. Overbey, Miss Mayrell
Johnson, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs.
H.C. Corn, Mrs. H.I. Sledd and
Mrs. R.H. Robbins.
Births reported include a boy to
George and Joyce Weaks, May 7.

•

Letters To The Editor

Riding club thanks supporters
Dear Editor,
On behalf of Wrangler's Riding
Club and the Colts and Fillies 4-14Club, I would like to thank the
Murray Ledger and Times for
helping promote our recent horse
show. Your newspaper staff has
always been very courteous and
helpful when we need to advertise
our horse shows and your help is
appreciated.
In addition to the Murray
Ledger and Times, I would like to
thank the following businesses and
individuals for their generous
donations which helped to make
our recent hors. show a success
They are as follows:
The Bank of Murray.

Buchanan's Feed and Seed, Ellis'
Popcork-Kathy Dowdy, Lamb and
Taylor Auction Services, Mayfield
Sweet Feed, Murray Lumber
Company, Murray Pet Center,
Parson's Cheverolet, Peoples
Bank of Murray, Southern States
of Murray, Steele-Albritten and
Westside Veterinary Clinic.
A big "thank you" also goes out
to all of Wrangler's friends who
worked at the horse show and are
always there when they are
needed.
Sincerely,
Jenny Wood
P.O. Box 34
Almo, Ky 42020

Resident wants block cleaned
Dear Editor:
This letter is a plea to those
business men who bought property on 12th Street and who make no
effort to keep it up
Grass is tall in the 100th block.
The property next to us is
disgraceful—garage blown down,
back proch falling in, grass high in
front and back yards, old piece of
furniture on front porch.
What is wrong with these people
that they think we enjoy looking at
this mess? Last summer I called
the police department thtee times.
Where does one turn for help' I

located one owner who came and
cleaned up the back yard, but old
pieces of junk still remain there
Many tourists travel 12th Street
each day. Is this the image that the
number one retirement town
should display?
Those of us who live on 12th
Street and on Main Street at 12th
and who try to keep our property in
good condition do not appreciate
the lack of interest shown by these
business men.
Mrs. Tom Turner
106 N. 12 St.
Murray
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bruce Horning is valedictorian
and Shara Toon is salutatorian of
the 1978 graduating class of Murray High School. Other honor
students include Debbie Darnell,
third, Tammy Melton, fourth, and
Lisa Watson, fifth.
Workers with Murray Electric
System restored power to Murray
shortly before 11 a.m yesterday
after an almost 242 hour power
outage which darkened over 60
percent of the city.
Hewlett Cooper, program
evelopment specialist of Community Health Services, was
elected vice president of Kentucky
Public Health Association at
meeting held at Lexington.
Twenty years ago
Soil Judging Team of Calloway
County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America won
first place in District Contest at
Paducah. Kerry Letterman,
Phillip Bonner, Danny Galloway
and Patrick Taylor are team
members with Carmon Parks as
advisor.
Janey Kelso, Steve McCuiston,
Robert Brelsford, Karen Alex-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Charles Peirce 11839-1914 I,
American
philosopher
of
Pragmatism, wrote these words:
The fulcrum has yet to be
found that shall enable the
lever of love to move the
world.
Were these words, one wonders,
written in resignation or in hope?

ander, Jimmy Ray Jarrett, James
Jarrett, Kim Puckett, LaRhea
Miller, Carolyn Scott and Libby
Sims of Calloway County won
honors at 4-H Achievement Day at
Mayfield.
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, Mrs. Eff Birdsong, Mrs. Ken Cremer, Miss
Evelyn Bradley and Mrs. Kenneth
Winters are new officers of
Women's Society of Murray State
University.
Thirty years ago
Twenty-three students have
qualified for Road-E-0 of Murray
Junior Chamber of Commerce to
be held May 10 at Murray City
Park, according to Loyd Boyd,
chairman.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James L. Darnell,
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Murray club
plans events
Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 11.
No bridge will be scheduled on
an organized basis. Groups may
form their tables.
A luncheon will be served at
11:45 a.m. with Laura Miller and
Susan Hart as co-chairmen.
Golf will be played at 9 a.m. Betty Jo Purdom and Virginia
Schwettman will be hostesses.
Those desiring to play but who are
not listed in the line-up may come
and be paired at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee IA — Jerlene Sullivan, Betty Lowry, thus Orr and Frances
Hulse;
Tee 1B — Toni Hopson, Evelyn
Jones, Venela Sexton and
Ethelene McCallon;
Tee 2 — Madelyn Lamb, Betty
Scott, Virginia Schwettman and
Freda Steely;
Tee 3 — Betty Stewart,
Margaret Shuffett, Diana
Villanova and Cathryn Garrott;
Tee-4-- Sue Brown, Betty Hin---- ton, Anna Mary Adams, and Dana
Stonecipher;
Tee 5A — Rainey Apperson,
Billie Cohoon, Peggy Shoemaker
and Norma Frank;
Tee 5B — Lula Bingham, Tonya
Fike, Hazel—Hill- and Mary
Frances Bell;
Tee 6 — Martha Sue Ryan,
Rowena Cullom, Fraces Richey
and Sue Costello;
Tee 7— Edith Garrison, Louise
Lamb, Nancy Haverstock and
Rebecca Irvan;
Tee 8 — Jane Fitch, Lois Keller,
Carol Edwards and Nancy
'Fandrich;
Tee 9A — LaRue Williams, Martha Enix, Mary Bazzell and Marge
Coley;
Tee 9B — Marie Nance, Kathy
Rayburn, Aleen Castrole and Pat
Claypool;
Tee 10— LaVerne Ryan, Marion
Poole, Christie Harris and Janet
Fitch,
Winners
Winners for play on May 4 as
released by Frances Hulse and
Anna Mary Adams, hostesses, are
as follows:
Championship — Jerlene
Sullivan, first, Betty Lowry,
second;
First flight — Toni Hopson,first,
Evelyn Jones, second;
Second flight — Della Miller,
first, Hazel Hill, second;
Third flight — Mary Frances
Bell, first, Betty Hinton, second;
Fourth flight — Frances Richey,
first, Dana Stonecipher, second;
Low putts — Evelyn Jones.

Tennis play on Wednesday
Ladies' Wednesday Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will have
round robin play on Wednesday, May 11, at 7 p.m. at the club courts.
Every member who is signed up for Wednesday tennis play is encouraged to attend this round robin play.

Emmanual revival opens tonight
Emmanuel Baptist Church, located on 121 Bypass, Murray, will have
revival services starting tonight (Monday) and continuing through Sunday, May 15. The Rev. Cecil Fayard of Marion will be the guest
evangelist for the services at 7:30 p.m. nightly, Monday through Saturday, and 6:30 p.m. Sunday. The Rev. Jim Fortner, pastor, invites the
public to attend these services.

Lions Club plans youth night
Murray Lions Club will have its Youth Night on Tuesday, May 10, at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club. Each member is asked bring your
child or grandchild to this meeting, according to Willie Jackson, first
vice president of the club. Charlie Istssiter is club president.

coffectors plan
Area
. meeting
Area fans of Precious Moments figurines will meet Tuesday, May 10,
at 7 p.m. at Concord United Methodist Church, Highway US 60 just west
of Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah, to organize a chapter of the national
organization. Ginger's Hallmark is the group's sponsor and an authorized collectors center. A slide presentation. games and door prizes will be
featured. A social hour-will-be held. Vicki Johns, chapter coordinator,
said the purpose of the club will be "to enhance the enjoyment of
Precious Moments figurines by bring together collectors from the
area." Social, crafts, education and community service activities are
planned. For more information call 1-395-7746 or 1-442-6834.

Sun
All

Aft.

e.

Adult retreat scheduled
Reservations for the Senior Adult Retreat of First Baptist Church for
Monday and Tuesday. May 16 and 17, at Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly, must be made by Tuesday, May 9, by calling the church office, 753-1854. The retreat is sponsored by Family Ministry Department
of Kentucky Baptist Convention.

Free checks to be given at Hazel
Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens will be Wednesday.
May 11, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. The center
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch.served at noon.

Christopher Terry Sykes born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Terry Sykes of Terrace Woods Trailer Park,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a son, Christopher Terry, weighing nine
pounds, born on Sunday. May 1, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Jonette Kelly. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Sykes of Paris and Mr. and Mrs. John Kelly of Bruceton, Tenn.

Matthew Grant Martin born
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Martin of Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Matthew Grant, weighing nine pounds five ounces. born on Monday. April 25, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Janet Roberson. Grandparents are Marie and Clayton Martin of
Lincoln Park, Mich., and Herman Roberson and the late Mrs. Daily
Roberson of Rt. 6, Paris.
((bard on page 5)

Oaks' events planned
Ladies' day events will be at
Oaks Country Club on Wednesday,
May 11.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Maxa Read, 753-5178, as
hostess.
Golf play also will start at 9:30
a.m. with Shirley Wade, 753-2220,
as hostess. Persons not listed in
the line-up may come and be
paired at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 — Shirley Wade, Hazel
Beale, Vickie Oliver and Ada
Roberts;

Monday-Saturday May 9-14

Men's Blazers

$1300

(Slightly Irregular)

Tee 3 — Bronda Parker, Mary
Wells, Irene Woods and Anita
Gallimore;
Tee 5 — Mary Garner, Bobbie
I3urks, Linda Roach and Dottie
Kraemer;
Tee 7 — Isabell Parks, Pat McClain, Florence Hensley and
Melva Hatcher,
Tee 9 — Laura Parker, Sue
Lamb, Burlene Brewer and Sue
Wells

COUNCIL MEETING HELD — Members of the Adsisory Council of Home Economics Department of
Calloway County High School met recently for a buffet dinner meeting prepared by members of the depart
meat. A program overview of the department was presented by Marlene Beach and Lois Pharris, home
economics teachers. Jimmy Nix, vocational advisor, and Jerry .Ainley. principal. Concerns,future plans. tour
of the department. questions, recommendations and questionnaires were included. Present were, from left,
seated, Nix and Ainley, standing, Angela McGinnis and Le.Ann Key, home economics students, Pharris, Mar)
Lowry, president of CCHS Chapter of Future Homemakers of America, Jo Tidwell, Beach. Dana Stonecipher
and Barham Wells.
%tar phoio to% Jo Rurkeen

Your individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
Some business developments are
quite positive today, but an element
of deception means you should be
guarded and somewhat closemouthed about your interests.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20t0 May 20)
A small disagreement could arise
with a friend about money, but
otherwise social interests are highlighted now. Make plans to give a
party. Watch costs regarding U-avel.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Details need special attention at
work today, but you'll end up this day
in a good position. An opportunity
comes from an unexpected party
Curb credit use now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE
You're sensitive and could he
making too much of a small matter.
Be sure to socialize now. Opportunities come through your friends.
Evening is best for you.
LEO
.•
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
fAr
Career gains accrue now, but don't
let a co-worker impose upon you in
some way. A home matter is brought
to a successful conclusion. A family
member meets you halfway
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You're in a romantic mood and will
plan something special for a loved
one. Enjoy yourself now, but do not
let daydreaming interfere with what
needs to be done

Winners
Winners for play on May 4 have
been released by Bronda Parker
and Kathryn Outland, hostesses,
as follows:
First place team — Laura
Parker, Linda Roach and Bronda
Parker,
Second place, three way tie, won
on count back — Sue Lamb,
Kathryn Outland, Irene Woods
and Pat McClain;
LIBRA
Most fun — Vicki Oliver, Hazel (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Beale, Dottie Kraemer and Mary
Signals could get crossed today
about an upcoming trip. Relations
Alice Garner.

FOR TUESDAY. MAY 10.
with an in law could he strained
somewhat, but new job chances are
sure to put you in a happy m4sx1
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
Some care is needed in business
dealings. Be sure to read the fine
print Otherwise, the accent is on
recreational pursuits A fun invitation
comes today
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
fie
Be less critical of a family member
Gardeners are blessed with a green
thumb today You'll want some time
for yourself to study a new business
proposition.

You're often attracted to a professional career and work well with
groups. You need a job which allows
you to express your intellectual
qualities. Naturally creative, you may
he drawn to acting, painting and

Rock 'N Roll
Buttons &
Key Chains

bride-elect of

Brad lialey
Remember, Every Thursday Is Sentior Citizen's Day

has ma* her gift
selections from our
bridal registery.

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
Open: Mon-Sat 9-5
St., Mayfield

Visa-MC

Sheila

247-2757

Brad

iii!!

he married June 4, 1958.
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Be! Air Center

Harris Grove
Club meeting
U) he Tuesday

A

JUST ARRIVED!

off

music Whatothers think is mils ortant
to you, but you're not meant to be a
conformist.. Hirthdate of
Fred
Astaire. dancer. Max Steiner (-mum
poser, and Nancy Walker, mires...,

Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet Tuesday, May 10.
at 11 am. in Bel Air Center Shopping parking lot in front of Singer's
to
go to Cypress Springs for an
CAPRICORN
outing.
(Dec 22 toJan 19)
All members and interested perThings may be a bit fuzzy now
about a job concern Creative types sons are urged to attend.
are blessed by the muse today
Lurline Wilkerson presented a
Happiness comes through a child,lesson on "A New View of You in
Tonight should be festive
Clothing" at the April meeting
AQUARIUS
held at Ellis Community Center.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
The scripture reading from MatYou may be a bit impressionable
thew 28:1-10 was read by
where romance is concerned now,
but in business your judgment is Katherine Ray.
Margaret Taylor, president,
astute. A confidential tip comes now
presided. The group voted to raise
that means extra money for you
the annual dues to $5 per person.
PISCES
*be
Refreshments were served by
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
siONIN
Some of you receive favorable legal Nova Lee Wendt and Gene
news. Try not to be cranky with a Wrather, hostesses.
relative before noon. Wonderful hap
Also present were Evelyn Dixpenings occur in connection with on, Lena Jones, Anna Lou Jones,
frencls and clubs
Elizabeth Parks. Hattie Lee
IF BORN TODAY you are indepen
Galloway and Martha W'rablick
dent and meant to do your own thing.

Sheila Vickers

S700

1

FraRces Drake

off

All Ladies Spring Skirts

204 So 5th

Mr. and Airs. Dee Lamb

The PAWS (pets are wonderful society) meeting, originally scheduled
for May 4 has been set for Wednesday, May 11. The group will have a
cookout at the pavilion of Old City Park from 5 to 6:30 p.m. All PAWS
members are invited to attend and new members will be especially
welcomed at this meeting. Before the cookout, there will be a pet
therapy trip to visit Fern Terrace Lodge and the patient/residents of
Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For the pet
therapy trip, the group will meet at 3:15 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. For more information call Kathy Cohen, 436-2603, or Muriel
Roberts, 753-8628.

Tue Nite

Seats 2.50

Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb of Murray will be honored with a reception in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday,
May 15, in the Hospitality Room of
the University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of 2
to 4 p.m. No invitations will be
sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamb were married May 14, 1938, in Murray.
Mrs. Lamb, the former Eva
Hopkins, is the daughter of the late
Carl Hopkins and Eva Turner
Hopkins. She is retired from
Fisher-Price Toys.
Mr. Lamb is the son of the late
Edgar Wilson Lamb and Beulah
Sykes Lamb. He has retired from
his body shop business and is an
active member of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
They have two daughters, Mrs.
Beverly King and husband,
Walter, of Murray, and Mrs. Janie
Forbis and husband. David,
Sharpe.
Their grandchildren are Ronnie
Allen King, Denise Ann King and
Benjamin Forbis.
Two deceased children are
Jerry Dee Lamb who died Feb. 5,
1983, and Delilah Sue Lamb who
died in 1942.

PAWS plans events Wednesday

BARGAIN SHOWS
Sat

Anniversary reception on Sunday

Bagwell crimr meeting Tuesday
A Neighborhood Crime Watch meeting for residents of the Bagwell
Subdivision area of the city Murray will be Tuesday, May 1ll, at 7:30
p.m. at the Miller Courthouse Annex. Featured speakers at the meeting
will be Deputy Sheriff Billy Brandon, Murray Police Captain Larry
Elkins and Calloway County Attorney David Harrington. Several thefts
and breakins have occurred in this area recently and all residents are
urged to attend this meeting on TUesday night.

!Army Ledger lit Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

MEMORIES
ON MAIN

•

ON MAIN

•

ON MAIN

Marilyn Monroe
dress sold high
ONDON (AP) — A-movie
museum paid $36,828 at an auction
for the fringed black dress
Marilyn Monroe wore in "Some
Like It Hot" as the ukelele-playing
singer in an all-woman band.
The skin-tight dress, with its
plunging V-neckline and tasseled
skirt, was bought at Christie's auction house by the Museum of Moving Image, which opens in
September.
"It's tacky, but it's lovely. It's
such a sexy dress," said David
Robinson, the film critic for The
Times of London who made the
final bid on behalf of the museum

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Corning community events listed
Monday, May 9
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Betty Wilson.
-—
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at home of Cathy Young, 2000
Edinborough.
---Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
Tri-Alpha Club of Murray High
School will have its banquet at 5:30
p.m. in school cafeteria.
- --North Calloway Elementary
School is scheduled for a skating
party from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
Skating of Murray.
- --Vacation Bible School Clinic will
be at 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist
Church.
-- -WMU Centennial Banquet will
beat 6:30 p.m in Fellowship Hall
of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
-- -Tuesday, May 10
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m ; Young Musician Riners at
3:45 p.m.; Visitation at 6:45 p.m.
" Groups of First Baptist Church
--Women will meet as follows:
Estelle Gray with Jessie Smith at
9 a.m.; Louella Beddoe at 12 noon;
Rebecca Whittaker with Maude
Jones-----at 2 p.m
- -Events at -First United
Methodist Church will include
Mothers' Moraing Out at 9 a.m.
and Long Range Planning at 7
p.m
'
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 9:30 a m as follows:Waters Doran at church, Bessie
Tucker with Lois Sparks:
Matyleona FrOtth Louise
Barnretither ,
- --Groups of Christian 'Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Cburch will meet as follows: k
with Rose Marie Bryan at 10a m.
III with June VanderMolen at 7:30:
pTh
---Purchase Subcommittee of West
Kentucky Private Industry Council's Project Review -Committee
will meet at 8:30 a.m. in office of
PurchaSe Area Development
District. Mayfield.
-- - Calloway County High School
Choral Department. assisted by
CCHS Jazz Band, will present an
evening of entertainment and

Tuesday, May 10
desserts at 7 p.m. in high school
cafeteria. Tickets are $2.50 each.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30p.m.
_
- --Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a prayer coffee at 9:30
a.m. at home of Vickie Travis,
2225 Edinborough Dr. For information call 753-3257.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call Mary
at 753-9303.
-- -Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Ellis Center, Murray, from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Piney Campground,
Land Between the Lakes from 1 to
3 p.m. Blood pressure, cholesterol,
triglycende, anemia and diabetes
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
-- -Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
- - -AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets.'
- --Murray High School Speech
banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. in
cafeteria.
-- - Waterfield Library at Murray
State University will be open from
8 a.m. to midnight.
-- Paris Road Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 am. at Sirloin
Stockade.
--- Murray Lions Club is-scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House
-- - Murray Star Chapter No. 433
-Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---A Social Security representative
will be at Miller courthouse annex
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
-- -Robertson and Carter Elementary Schools are scheduled to have
a skating party from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Circus Skating of Murray.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2p m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers, from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center
--- Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at

Tuesday, May 10
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
- - -Neighborhood Crime Watch
meeting for residents of Bagwell
Subdivision Neighborhood will
slitrt at 7 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex.
---South Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at 11 a.m. at Golden
Corral Restaurant.
---Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet in front of Singer's
at 11 a.m. to go to Cypress Springs.
---Precious Moments Collectors
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at Concord United Methodist Church, US
60, Paducah. For information call
1-395-7746 or 1-442-6834.
Wednesday, May 11
Wednesday Ladies' Tennis
Group of Murray Country Club
will have round robin play at 7
p.m. at the club courts.
---PAWS will meet at 3:15 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library for a pet
therapy trip to Fern Terrace and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Long Term Care Unit. A cookout
will be at 5 p.m. at pavilion of Old
City Park. For information call
436-2603 or 753-8628.
---Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m. and luncheon at 11:45 a.m.
--Ladies' day e.vents at Oaks
Country Club will include bridge
and golf at 9:30 a.m.
---Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows: Hannah with Cheryl Naulty, Ruth
Wilson with Jo Fielder and
Wesleyan with Alberta Chapman.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Note
change from Tuesday this week.
---Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
--- Events in Land Between the
Lakes will be Senior Citizen week
at Piney campground; Iron In-
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Wednesday, May 11
dustry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include
business/prayer meeting, Youth
Bible Study, GAs and RAs at 7
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Adult Education in Parish Center at 1 p.m. and
Vigil Mass at 6 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship supper at 5:30
p.m.; Dhildren's Graded Choir
program and Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Adult
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m., Finance Committee at 6:45
p.m., and Administrative Board at
7:30 p.m.
Ba_saar workshop will be at 7
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
Christian Church.

DR.
GOTT

Christina Rose Dunn born
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Dunn of 1203 Melrose, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Christina Rose, weighing seven pounds 12 ounces, born on
Friday, April 22. They have a son, Joshua. The mother, the former Penny Lockhart, is employed at Peoples Bank. The father is co-owner of
Creative Interiors. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn and
Mr. and Mrs. James Lockhart, all of Murray. Great-grandmothers are
Mrs. Christina Brandon and Mrs. Lucy Rose of Murray.

Mrs. Kentucky pageant planned
The Mrs. Kentucky State Pageant will be Saturday, June 18, at 7 p.m.
at the Youth Performing Arts Center, 1517 South Second St., Louisville.
This is open to all married women, 18 years and older, who will have
been married for one year by June 18, and have been a resident of Kentucky for six months. For information on rules and the four categories,
write to 4011 Eleven Lambert Ave., Louisville, Ky. 40218, or call
1-452:1705.

Leah Carol Robison born
Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Robison of Springville, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Leah Carol, weighing eight pounds nine ounces, born on Monday, April 18, at Murray-Calloway County Hopital. The mother is the
former Pamela Williams. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Robison of Gleason, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Williams of
Springville.

Lairds married for 59 years
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Laird of Rt. 4, Mayfield, observed their 59th wedding anniversary on Friday, April 29. They were married on April 29,
1929 by Squire McDade of Fulton. They have one son, Tommy Laird of
Mayfield, and one daughter, Wanda Laird of Murray. They also have
four grandchildren.

Lee families visit here
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Lee of Norman, Okla., and their children and
grandchildren - Mr. and Mrs. Steve Agee and children, Michael and
Kriston, of Edmond, Okla., and Dr. and Mrs. Steven Lee and children,
Jennifer and Robert, of Little Rock, Ark., left Sunday after being the
guests of Mr. Lee's mother, Mrs. Calis Lee of Hardin, and his brother,
Bobby Joe Lee and wife, Euple, of Rt. 1, Almo.

John IS2.7C Harrison botn-

No one knows

why stones form
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes
stones to form in the salivary glands?
DEAR READER: No one completely understands the reasons that stones
form in any of the body's organs. including the salivary glands, kidneys
and gall bladder. Stone formation appears to depend on factors such as pH
(acidity :alkalinity) concentration of
calcium (and other compounds)in tissue fluid and certain hereditary tendencies. For instance, a genetic predisposition to increased calcium
secretion in saliva - coupled with alteration in the fluid's pH - can cause
the formation of stones. As you can
see, this overly simplified explanation does not get at the precise biochemical basis of stone-formation: as
yet, that's not known with certainty.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor tells
me the bloody mucus in my stool is
due to intestinal pneumatosis. Is there
any medicine I could take?
DEAR READER: Pneumatosis is
defined in the medical dictionary as
-the presence of air or gas in an abnormal situation in the body.- I am
not convinced that your bowel problem has been diagnosed. because you
certainly have more than gas. The
presence of bloody mucus in your
stool could indicate a serious condition, such as colitis. Naturally, treatment depends on the cause.
Return to your doctor, request a
more detailed and accurate explanation of your problem, ask for treatment and - if necessary - insist on a
referral to a gastroenterologist. In
my opinion, before any treatment is
given, you need a sigmoidoscopy (or
colonoscopy), during which a specialist examines the bowel lining; you
also need a stool culture, to be
checked for parasites (such as amoebae) and a biopsy.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Harrison of Rt. 1, Almo, are the
parents of a son,
John Isaac, weighing nine pounds four ounces, measuring
22 inches,
born at their home with the father attending on Saturday,
April 30, at 1
p.m. They have another son, Jamie, and a daughter, Susan.
The mother
is the former Chris Behling. Grandparents are Mrs. Bessie
Harrison of
Murray, Lloyd Harrison of Detroit, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
John Behling of Grove City, Ohio. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Byron
Sykes of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Behling and Mrs.
Opal Bonnette, all of Columbus, Ohio.
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CLEANERS

When Only The Best Is Good Enough!

Shirts

85'
5

for $3.80

Coupon Good May 9-12
*Please Present Coupon with Clothing

Pants

9.49

Dresses

1.5O

North 12th
13th Main
753-2552
Story Ave. Excludes Delivery Service 603 Main

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
LARGE
16" PIZZA

2 LARGE

16" PIZZAS

Extra Cheese

Extra Cheese

$8991

plus 2 toppings of your choice

plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza

$599
V.ARDs OF MONTH NAMED - The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's('tub has selected the yards
of the month. This selection is made nearly every month by members of the department to give credit
to those
ho keep their yards and grounds in beautiful and neat condition, a department spokesman said. Selected as
the residential yard of the month. top photo, was that of teary and Betty Brockway and daughter, Beth,at
1508
thford Dr. selected a. business ard of the month, bottom photo, was that of Taco John's in Central Shopping
Center.

'

Dine In Or ha I p()nl‘
Expires 5 14 88
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Central Shopping Center(across from MSU Stadium)

stet photos by David Tuck

Murray

Opening

759-9600

lebration

Thurs., Fri., Sat.-May 12th-14th

SAVINGS UP TO 50%
Stop in and pick up our "SPECIAL SAVINGS BROCHURE.
Register for our

Enjoy sampling Santa's Attic traditional
Gourmet Foods
2()%

Bedspread to he
given away.

SANTA'S ATTIC
West Side Court squarc

flommir
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FARM AND AG NOTES
USDA asking for public's opinion
USDA made the proposals at the
The public is invited to comment
on proposed changes in the U.S. direction of the Soil and Water
Department of Agriculture's Resources Conservation Act
(USDA) National Conservation (RCA) of 1977, which required the
Program from April 4 through Secretary of Agriculture to idenJune 4, 1988, according to Randall tify conservation needs through
W. Giessler, head of USDA's Soil periodic -appraisals of soil, water
Conservation Service (
- SCS) pro- and related resources on non-federal land. The second major
grams in Kentucky.
"Changes in the National Con- RCA appraisal was reviewed by
servation Program are being pro- the public in 1987.
The second appraisal report
posed which USDA officials feel
are needed to reduce erosion states that the productive capacity
levels on highly erodible land, help of much U.S. agricultural land is
keep contaminants out of surface not being maintained. It says that:
and subsurface water and address About 1.5 million acres of land are
other land and water resource con- being removed from agricultural
ditions and trends," Giessler said. production each year; nearly half
"Public participation and (41 percent, or 173 million acres)
cooperation are needed before a of cropland is eroding too fast to
final program can be formulated. maintain long-term productivity;
Comments from farmers and a total of 10 percent of cropland
others with an interest in and pastureland (57 million acres
agriculture or the environment is affected by salinity);
More than half of the nonare a cornerstone of conservation
program development." Giessler federal rangeland (61 percent, or
said that the National Conserva- 250 million acres) is in less-thantion Program, resulting from this good condition, and nine percent
Process, will guide USDA conser- of the nation's pastureland is
vation policy and programs eroding excessively; and contamination of surface and subsur,
through 1997.

Mrray Ledger & Times
Farm planting projections
In millions of acres
70

face water is a serious and per- and assistance programs."
Giessler said that the USDA
vasive national problem. The appraisal reports moderate to severe wants to know what those inpollution from sources such as ur- terested in agriculture or the enban runoff, mine drainage and vironment think about:
What the National Conservation
agricultural lands in two-thirds of
Program priorities should be; the
the states.
Giessler stated that the updated balance of federal, state and local
program proposes to mount a ma- conservation responsibility; and
jor attack on two basic inter- USDA efforts as they related to:
1. Increasing assistance to
related resource problems that
cause loss of productivity and en- small-scale, limited resource and
vironmental degradation - ero- minority farmers;
2. Research and analysis on
sion on the nation's agricultural
land, especially critically eroding alternative farming systems that
cropland, and contamination of may result in reducing chemical
and fertilizer use;
surface and subsurface water.
3. Linking USDA benefits to conFor the next several years our
major erosion reduction efforts servation programs; and
4. Use and management of
will be based on the Food Security
Act of 1985 (the Farm Bill)," rangeland and forest land.
Interested persons can review
Giessler said. This legislation
authorizes several innovations in details of the USDA conservation
conservation programs to program proposals in any SCS or
Agricultural Stabilization and
dramatically reduce soil loss from
erosion during the next several Conservation Service (ASCS) office. Written comments or suggesyears.
"Reducing contamination of tions on the proposals must be
surface and subsurface water will mailed by June 4 to SCS, 333
be done through research, ciata - -Wailer Ave., Room 305, Lexington,
collection, information, education Ky. 40504.
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thousands of domestic animals
immigrants were bringing with
them from Europe. They settled
on crabgrass.
It wasn't as crackbrained an
idea as it may now seem.
Crabgrass had a good reputation
before people began cultivating
plots of grass in front of their
homes just for looking at and
pushing mowers across during the
hottest months of the year.
Garry Lacefield, a forage
specialist in the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, said
cattle often prefer crabgrass to
the grasses that were planted in a
pasture.
"Here in Kentucky our forage
grasses are cool season grasses.
By the middle of summer they

are eligible to vote who owned cattle in the period October 1, 1986 to
March 31, 1988.
The results of the nationwide
voting will be announced May 25.
If a majority of America's 1.3
million beef cattle producers who
vote approve, the program will
continue to promote the beef cattle
industry.
Mackie said the 18-month-old
program has already produced a
change in attitude about beef consumption by Americans, who have

The Power Lion Is
Lurking
Outside
A
'!U4>-

P"),•4%--^
-L.LuYti

The "Power Uon" is a friendly bead.
But, if you donl leave him alone, he
can give you a vicious "electric" bite.
So when you're outside, always be on
the lookout for the POWER Uon. Here are
some ways to avoid him and stay sate:
• The Power Lion can be very dangerous when
its raining, or the ground is volt, Of you're
wet. So don't use electrical power tools
outdoors under these conditions.
• 11 your child's Idle gets caught on the
Power Lion, leave if. Electricity con
travel down the string and harm your
child.
• Before allowing your child to climb a tree,
make sure the Power Lion isn't hiding in it.
Direct contact with the Power lion can be
very dangerous It could even be fatal.
• Keep ladders, antennas and all tall, metal
oblects away from the Power Lion. He loves
to "bile" them and that can harm you.
• Newt touch a fallen Power lion. Even a
POWS( Uon that looks dead can give a
vicious "bile".
Your Rural Electric Cooperative is an excellent
source of information on cAhor ways to avoid
Wee Power Lion. Call us. It can be a Jungle
out there.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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Changes in Superfund Act
will relieve farmers hassle

A new interpretation of the
federal Superfund Amendment
and Reauthorization Act (SARA)
will relieve many Kentucky-farmers from much of the paperwork associated with the law
"Under a new interpretation of
SARA, farmers using hazardous
chemicals In routine agricultural
production do not need to provide
safety sheets to the local or state
As soon as the new Americans emergency response commissions
have turned to brown to some exdiscovered corn and wheat, or to file their inventory with the
tent and the crabgrass, a warm
however, crabgrass was abandon- local emergency response cornseason grass, is greener, more
succulent, and more appealing to ed. There are about 100,000
mission," said Doug Johnson,
the cattle. There's no danger to the crabgrass seeds to the pound. It's University of Kentucky Extension
much easier to collect a pound of entomologist.
cattle from eating it," he said.
wheat or corn.
Pat Haragan, curator of the UK
The law does, however, continue
Agricultural Herbarium (one of
But like the immigrants who to require that all who use EPAthe country's largest herbaria
brought it, crabgrass took to its listed hazardous chemicals for
devoted exclusively to weeds)said
new home, set down roots and any purpose other than for routine
cattle aren't what caused the real flourished. And
like the im- agricultural production provide
spread of the greedy weed. It was migrants,
crabgrass didn't stop,, the material safety data sheets
peoples penchant for the plant until it had
settle the entire conti- and appropriate inventories to
that caused its greatest spread. nent, from the
Atlantic to the their local emergency response
Without the equivalent of today's Pacific.
commissions, he said.
Extension service to promote it,
The new interpretation does not
Rather than rail against and
crabgrass seeds were brought
wrestle with crabgrass in their
over as food crop. At that time in
perhaps Americans should
lawns,
much of Europe, and even today in
just look at it as a symbol of the
some parts, crabgrass was raised
hearty pioneer spirit that made
as a form of millet. People made
America great.
porridge of it.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has proposed a rule
that would separate beef yield and
beef quality grades. The new rule
increased demand at stores and in president of the Association, add- may make it easier to provide
ed that the program represents more trimmed lean meat and prorestaurants.
Under the Checkoff, beef pro- the only industry-wide promo- ducers may get a more equitable
ducers and importers pay $1 per tional effort there has ever been return on producing cattle
head of cattle sold. lip to half of for beef.
Since 1975, yield grading - the
the money raised stays in Kentucy
"The beef industry has always estimation of the amount of lean
to pay for local education and
been held hostage to special inedible meat that can be obtained
promotion
In 1987, the Checkoff raised $73 terest groups," he said "The Beef from a carcass after trimming the
fat - and quality grading - the
million nationally, with about $30 Checkoff is a program for catestimation of the palatability of
million of that paying for a na- tlemen, controlled by cattlemen
meat - have been coupled. If a
tional radio, television, newspaper for the benefit of cattlemen."
packer
wanted to have carcasses
and magazine advertising cam- • "So let's talte charge of our ingraded he had to do both yield and
paign. Less than 5 percent of the dustry and decide for ourselves
money raised can be spent on ad- what is best for cattlemen and the
ministrative costs.
cattle industry by voting on the
Bobby Freeman, executive vice Beef Checkoff."

exempt farmers but rather exempts routine production uses of
the hazardous chemicals, he said.
Farmers still are required to
report their possession of
chemicals if those chemicals appear on the Environmental Protection Agency's "Extremely
Hazardous Substances and
Threshold Planning Quantities"
list and if the chemicals are above
the threshold planning quantities
described on the list, he said
"Farmers who have such
chemicals in amounts above
EPA's thresholds need to report
such possession and their location,
but not an inventory, to both state
and local emergency response
commissions." Johnson said.
Johnson said that the new law is
quite complex and will likely raise
many questions. . Farmers who
have questions can call their local
emergency response commission
or the state commission at 502)
654-8660

Government proposes rule

State's beef producers urged to vote for program
Kentucky's 61,000 beef cattle
producers are being urged to vote
on May 10 to continue the Beef
Checkoff Program that has
already sparked a national consumer trend "Back to Beef."
"Every Kentucky producer,
regardless of herd size, can
register and cast one ballot at the
County Extension Office in the
county where they live," said
Glenn Mackie of Paris, Kentucky.
president of the Kentucky Beef
Cattle Association. All producers

.
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Crabgrass may soon replace lush lawns
Lawns across Kentucky are
looking lush and green as spring
breaks over the Appalachians and
spreads across the Bluegrass
toward the Mississippi. But come
July, when the thermometer
hovers in the 90s, Kentucky's cool
season grasses will gradually give
way to that loathsome lawn lesion
- crabgrass.
It may be of some comfort to
know that the same folks who
brought us the Internal Revenus
Service also introduced crabgrass
to the United States. That's right,
the federal government did it, and
did it on purpose. In 1849 the U.S.
Patent Office (which at that time
played the role of what was to
become the Department of
Agriculture ) was looking for a
suitable forage to support the

1987

alves untested, feeder steers steady
Cattle 427 Calves 2 Compared to
last week Slaughter Steers and
Heifers untested, Cows steady,
Bulls 1.00-2.00 Higher, Calves
untested, Vealers 1.00-2.00 Higher,
Feeder Steers and Heifers steady
on No.1 muscle thickness, 1.00-3.00
Higher on No. 2 offerings.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
Utility and Commerical 2-4
14.00-47.00, Cutter and Boning Utilty 1-3 45.09-49.00, Pew 51.00-54.50,
utter 1-2 42.50-45.00.
SLAUGHTER BULLS- Yield
grade 1 15901b. indicating 80 Carcass oning percent 68.00, Yield
grade 1-2 1080-15001b. indicating
77-79 percent 57.00-64.00.
VEALEFt8: Choice 160-21511b.
100.00-106.00
FEEDERS: STEERS: Medium
No.1 175-2351b. 130.00-165.00,
425-4751b. 88.00-110.00, 640-6751b.
73.00-78.00, 7201b. 65.00, Large No.1
1050-12001b. 63.0048.00, Medium
No.2 360-4901b. 70.00-89.00,
560-7001b. 75.00-76.50, Large No.2
3171b, 93.00. Small No.1 300-400lb.

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Sol-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

81.00-103.00, 400-500lb. 73.00-86.00,
500-600lb. 65.00-74.00.
HEIFERS: Medium No.1
130-1701b. 109.00-145.00, 200-3001b.
90.00-91.00, 300-4001b. 90.00-101.00,
400-5001b. 80.00-85.00, Medium No.2
300-4001b. 78.00-89.00, 400-5001b.
72.00-85.00, 500-6001b. 71.00-80.00,
600-700lb. 66.00-70.00, Large No.2
6001b.-7501b. 48.00-53.00, Small No.1
300-4451b. 60.00-80.00, 5561b. 56.00
STOCK COWS and CALVES:
Large No.1 645.00-775.00 Medium
No.2 540.00 with 200-3001b. Calves
at side.
-*7---••• ------ ---- -r
STOCK BULL: Large No.1
9351b. 64.50.
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UK specialist designs new
process to 'puff' vegetAles

If dried vegetables are puffed
before they are reconstituted, they
plump up faster and are more
useable in instant soups and other
quick-cook products.
Fred Payne, University of Kentucky agriultural engineer, has
developed a process that does just
that. He hopes to apply for a patent for the device that takes partially dried vegetables and subjects them to a high pressure so
-that they puff up.
The conventional method of puffing cereals, such as puffed rice
and puffed wheat, involves cooking the products with steam first
and then releasing it quickly. The
sudden releases of the steam expands the cereal much like popcorn popping. Payne said.
Payne's method does not require heating the food first. It uses
carbon dioxide which penetrates
the vegetables. When the carbon
dioxide leaves the vegetables,
they puff, Payne said.
The advantages to Payne's process is that the vegetables become
more porous, letting them they
take up water more quickly than
dried vegetables.

Alterations & Winter Storage

LAKE PAVING CO., INC.

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats

Grand Rivers, Ky.

(Meats Extra,
$
50
Poch
Suits. (Plain) Dresses,
Long Costa (Moats Extra)

'2.50

gods

Expires 5-14-88

ASPHALT PAVING
•Streets
'Roadways
•Parking Lots
'Shopping Centers
'Residential Subdivisions

Free Estimates

quality grading, said Warne
Means, Extension meat specialist
with the University of Kentucky.
Means said uncoupling the
grades would mean a packer could
have the option of yield grading or
quality grading or a packer could
chose both.
Uncoupling the two grades is
possible because a recent
technology called hot fat trimming is done in the packing houses.
This is when the fat is trimmed off
the carcass while it is still warm
"This is a more efficient way of
trimming fat and we can get trimmer carcasses that chill better,"
Means said

362-8661

Plant Sites
Paducah, Lake City, Mayfiald

"Freeze dried vegetables also
take up moisture quickly for
reconstitution, but the process of
freeze drying is very expensive several times more expensive
than drying them" Payne said.
His process is marginally more
expensive than drying. but he
believes industry may find the added cost insignificant compared to
the advantages of the puffed
vegetables. His device can puff a
pound of vegetables for about four
cents worth of carbon dioxide.
Payne's research will just be
beginning if he is able to patent his
device.
"The next step will be to put into
operation the device on a larger
scale to determine just how feasible the process really is. Right
now, we can puff only a few ounces
at a time," he said.
Payne, who also teaches food
processing courses, has a
blueprint for a larger scale version that he hopes to build.
"We also have to see if the puffing process changes the nutritional and taste qualities of the
vegetables," he said.
He also plans to see how well the
puffing device works with fruits
commonly grown in Kentucky.
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CCHS Senior Superlatives

Best Ill- Around
Jennifer Geurin and Chad Stubblefield

Most Studious

Most Talented

Cathy Carmode and Corey Lambert

Alan Ca mpbell and Amanda Sims
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Brock meets with groups
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Leaders of Kentucky's diverse
education groups met Thursday
with state School Superintendent
John Brock in a rare effort to promote cooperation and support.
"A lot of people say we've got so
many different groups ... All of
these groups are supportive of
education, yet none of us really
bind together to try to find ... common goals, common objectives,"
Brock said.
The meeting, which was held in
Brock's office, consisted of
representatives from the Kentucky Education Foundation, the
Kentucky Education Association,
the Kentucky School Boards
Association, the Kentucky
Association of School Administrators and the Kentucky
Association of State
Superintendents.
Also present was Robert Sexton,
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence; the president of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and
the superintendent of the Archdiocese of Louisville.
"I think the differences of opinion between the groups are pretty
extreme," Sexton said. "It would
be more natural for them not to
meet."
During his campaign, Brock
pushed for a grass-roots effort to
involve the public in education,
and he has sinced talked of the
need for education supporters to
work together for improvements.
The state's education system
has sometimes been the loser as
the groups fought over
disagreements, Sexton said.
He said states that have had
significant progress in education
found the improvements came
from the involvement of various
groups and a public grass-roots
effort.
It was cooperation between
several education groups in South

Carolina that helped push passage
of an incentive program in that
state similar to one proposed unsuccessfully during the General
Assembly session by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
Sexton said widespread involvement- in Kentucky helped lead to
the passage of education improvements in the special
legislative session of 1985.
Brock began the meeting by
suggesting that those interested in
education "join together to try to
identify problems — in a sense,
build grass-roots support."
"I think there's a need to bring
people together," said Ann Ross,
executive director of the Kentucky
Educational Foundation. "I think
it's important that we work
together or we're not going to be
able to do it (improve education).
"I think part of it is that there
are so many agendas out there,"
Ms. Ross said. "But there are
some common tracks we can get
on and be effective."
Sometimes, she said, every interest is represented except the interests of the children.
Brock said after the meeting
that no common goals were
agreed upon.
Others were reluctant to predict
what — if anything — may eventually come of the effort.
"I think it's too early to even
suggest that the outcome of this
will be all those groups will agree
on anything," Sexton said.
David Keller, executive director
of the Kentucky School Boards
Association, said, "Everybody in
there is concerned about doing
something good for schools, so I
think there's a lot of commonality
there."
"There is more commonality
than there is difference," said Joe
Gormley, executive director of the
Kentucky Association of School
Superintendents.

Former governor receives honorary
doctorate during WKU ceremonies

11,).1 I hat.tantling ..senior

I:had st U bble field

gust Outgoing
Ha.h.o Dunn and Joanna Gibbs

MostSchool Spirit
Kevin Doyle and De Ann McCuiston

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Former Gov. Bert T. Combs
received an honorary doctorate of
humane letters during Western
Kentucky University's 131st
commencement.
"The state legislature should
face up to its responsibility and
provide an efficient system of

common schools in this state,"
Combs said in his commencement
address on Sunday. "Education in
the state of Kentucky is on a starvation diet."
Board of Regents Chairman Joe
Iracane conferred degrees on 2,155
candidates during the ceremony.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Prescription to Plug Privacy
Leak: Switch Pharmacies

Best

'.'.ed

Beth Habadi and John line.

Most I thletic
Trac Banks and Fred Jone%

Moat Likeb to Succeed
Jennifer Geurin and Matt 1 uill

DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to
the pregnant woman who complained because her right to privacy
had been violated by an office nurse
who crassly commented on her
previous abortion:"Oh, I see you've
decided to keep this one!"
It's not only in doctors' offices
that the right to privacy is violated.
The last several months, my husband and I spent several hundreds
of dollars in pharmaceutical bills,
which we charged at our neighborhood drugstore.
One day, to my horror, a friend
called my husband to ask if he was
"OK." When my husband expressed
surprise at the question, the friend
told him that the bookkeeper at our
pharmacy had told him about
recent prescriptions for penicillin
my husband had had filled. When
we expressed our outrage at this
breach of confidence, the friend told
us that this bookkeeper had revealed information about prescriptions of other customers whose
privacy was being violated in the
same manner.
Needless to say, we changed
pharmacies immediately. We did
not tell our first pharmacist about
the !'yenta" who had been blabbing
about his customers' private business — but now we think we will!
PRIVATE PEOPLE
IN GREAT NECK

absolutely no relevance. This point
is illustrated by the recent flurry of
letters you've run regarding
whether baseball managers should
wear a three-piece suit or the team's
uniform. Let's face it, if a manager
has such a big potbelly that he looks
"ridiculous" in a uniform, would he
really look much better in a suit or
a bikini? Who cares?
Of far greater importance is the
fact that it's impossible to watch a
professional baseball game without
seeing at least one (and usually
several) players with a huge wad of
chewing tobacco in their mouths.
Not only do they look ridiculous
with their faces distorted by the
sheer volume of the stuff, the act of
chewing and spitting is revolting to
watch, and it sets an extremely poor
example for youngsters.
DISGUSTED IN
COLORADO SPRINGS
DEAR DISGUSTED: I'm told
that baseball players need to
keep their mouths moist while
on that dusty field — but there
has to be a better way.(Are you
listening, Peter Ueberroth?)
• ••

DEAR ABBY: This question may
be a lath out of your line, but I am
going to ask it anyway: What do
you think we were put here on earth
DEAR PRIVATE PEOPLE: It for?
would be an act of generosity to
DALLAS PHILOSOPHER
advise the owner of any business that he or she has an
DEAR PHILOSOPHER: I'll
indiscreet, loose-lipped gossip go along with W.H. Auden, who
on the payroll. This includes said: "We are here on earth to
office personnel, salespeople, do good to others. What the
employees of hospitals, hotels, others are here for, I do not
motels, etc. The list is endless. know."
One cannot rid himself of rats
unless he knows where the rats
•••
are.

Class Clowns
Jerry Chadwick and Karssa Catlett

Most Cooperatise
Dal Barrett and Marla Arnett

f

Best Looking
John Eells and Reshanna Darnell

•

• ••

DEAR ABBY: It never ceases to
amaze me how quick people are to
argue or debate an issue that has

Abby's favorite riscipes are going
like hotcakes! For your copy,send your
name and address, clearly printed,
plus check or Money order for $3.50
($4 in Canada to: Abby's Cookbooklet,
P.O. Boa 447, Mount Morris. III. 61054.
Postage. and handling are included.
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Airid they're
off... again

Spring sports

Track teams"Warm
up for post-season
work in WKC meet

Winning Colors,
Forty Niner set
for early rematch

Staff Report

Calloway County and Murray High warmed up for this
weekend's first round of track and field eliminations with competition against western Kentucky's finest Saturday at Marshall
County High School during the 1988 West Kentucky Conference
IWKC Meet.
Paducah Tilghman claimed the boys' WKC championship
while Trigg County won the girls' team title in the meet, which
serves as the final competition for most teams before this Saturday's regional track meets.
Calloway County will compete in the 2A Regio4a1 Meet this
Saturday while Murray High begins post-season competition in
the 1A division, with both meets held at Fort Campbell High
School, beginning at 9:30 for field events and 10:00 for track
qualifying.
Murray's Jim Hornbuckle and Calloway's Cynthia Garland
finished the regular season portion of the schedule by setting
school records in their specialties Saturday.
Hornbuckle broke his personal and the school record in the
triple-jump, launching off for a leap of 45-1 for third place in the
meet, which pitted all 4A, 3A, 2A and 1A schools against each
other.
Hornbuckle was fourth in the high jump and fifth in the long
jump for the Tigers.
Garland, meanwhile, won the girls discus event with a toss of
106-7, breaking her personal and the school mark in that event.
Garland also placed fourth in the 300-meter high hurdles.
Calloway's Lakers picked up valuable points with a 1-2 finish
in the pole vault, where Mark Henderson won the
at 12-6,
with Mike Bucy second at 10-6.
Erica Muskgrow led the Lady Lakers by claiming two victories, winning the 400-meter run in 59.3 seconds and the long
jump event at 16-5. Muskgrow also finished second in the
1.‘
100-meter dash in 12.6.
The
Murray High girls' effort was led by the Greenfield girls, with
Yolanda placing second in the long jump and Ann second in the
high jump.
Both Greenfields teamed with Jennifer Parker and Julie
Bazzell for the relays, placing third 1:52.1i in the 800-meter and
second (52.5) in the 400-meter events.
Other Calloway boys' scoring was provided by Michael Ross'
fourth-place finish in the 3200-meter run, Mike Bommarito and
Darrin McCuiston with a 5-6 finish in the high jump and Michael
Boyd with a sixth in the long jump and a sixth in the shotput.
The Laker freshman boys' 400-meter relay team of Jason
•
Adams, Teddy Delaney, Randy Swift and Boyd was second in
•
••••
„
,
their competition with a 48.8 time, their best clocking of the
'
AKAyear.
14
,
74
,• .
Other Calloway girls' scoring came from fourth-place finishes
from Jana Wilson in the 3200-meter and Pam Bucy in the
800-meter run. Wilson was fifth in the 1600-meter and Betsy
With the greatest of ease, but without a trapeeze, Murray High's Jim Hornbuckle sails through the air during SaturHerndon placed fifth in the shot-put.
day's WKC Meet while MHS track coach and meet official Jim Harrell watches the fault board. Hornbuckle set a new
(Cont'd on page 9)
school record in the triple jump during the meet.
stan photo bi Daniel T Parker
•

fox

By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Another
confrontation between the first
two horses in the Kentucky Derby,
the filly Winning Colors and
runner-up Forty Niner, is set for
the Preakness Stakes on May 21.
Not too many others from the
field of 17 3-year-olds who contested Saturday's $786,200 Derby
are expected to go in the second
leg of the Triple Crown at Pimlico.
Forty Niner was the only one to
mount a challenge against the filly
In the Derby, falling a neck short
of catching her after a driving
finish at Churchill Downs.
"I think we got the toughest one
of all," Winning Colors' trainer D.
Wayne Lukas said on SundayLukas should know. He -had 12
losers in the previous seven
Derbys.
"We got a good shot at the Triple
Crown," Lukas said. "Of course,
you're looking at a trainer who's
Just won the Kentucky Derby.
Yesterday ( Saturday morning), I
might have hedged."
Lukas, who won the 1980
Preakness with Codex and in 1985
with Tank's Prospect, said he
would run the colt Tejano, a nonDerby starter who is 0-for-4 this
year. as an entry with Winning
Colors in the I 3-16-mile
Preakness.
"He could upset her." Lukas
said. Tejano, the leading moneywinner among 3-year-olds with
$1.17 million, won five of 10 last
year.
Winning Colors led all the way
Saturday under jockey Gary
Stevens as she became only the
third filly to win the Derby, joining
Genuine Risk 11980, and Regret
(1915.) No filly has ever won the
Triple Crown, and Genuine Risk,
who was beaten by Codex in a controversial Preakness, is the only
one to campaign in all three

NBA squads take full advantage of
regular-season rewards in playoffs
Pistons, Bulls, Hawks move to semifinals

Adam Wells, Andrew Paul, Cory Martin, Josh Lasater and Andrew O'Rourke talk trade with Glenn and
Phil Williams, of Paducah, at the baseball card show sponsored by the Calloway County Football Foundation on Saturday.
Staff photo by Clay %siker

Baseball enthusiasts getting
involved through card show
All of the usual sights, sounds
and smells were there.
The crack of the bat laying into a belt-high pitch, the inviting
aroma of a grilled frankfurter,
and the fans — young and old —
all gathered to get a glimpse of
their baseball heroes.
The big difference between
this and a Major League
Baseball game was that the
fans were there to take those
heroes home, or at least make a
little spending money
For baseball card dealers,
like the players themselves, the
nation's favorite pastime can
equal big bucks. It doesn't mean
big bucks as in getting rich, but
big bucks as in lots of money
changing hands.
Twelve dealers made their
ways to the baseball card show
sponsored by the Calloway
County Football Foundation on
Saturday. It brought about $500
to the Laker football program
and maybe a few dollars to
some of the more clever dealers
there, but the amount of money

changing hands was
immeasurable.
Of course that money isn't going towards a down payment on
a house or a family vacation.
It's going back into baseball
cards.
"As far as profit goes, there
really isn't any because all that
we make we reinvest in more
cards," said Kenny Oliver, who
operates Mr. O's with his
brother Randy, Murray's only
exclusive baseball card shop.
Most card dealers aren't professionals though. Even the
()livers have other jobs. Some of
the dealers, however, are still
years away from thinking about

such trivial matters as jobs. For
now, it's all schoolwork and
baseball.
Andrew O'Rourke is in the
thinci grade at Southwest
EleThentary and has a pretty
impressive collection of his
own. His interest in cards was
sparked by his grandfather who
once worked as a photographer
for the New York Times.
Since his grandfather covered
the Yankees, they became Andrew's favorite team and the
business side of baseball cards
helped him enjoy the game that
much more.
Eddie Rhemus plays football
and tennis at Calloway County
High School. He's been collecting cards for about five years
now and dealing for a year. He
estimates that he has $10,000
tied up in cards and to him, the
secret to success is simple.
"You just have to have what
people want," Rhemus says.
Chances are somebody had
whatever anybody could
(Cont'd on page 9)

By BILL BARNA RD
AP Basketball Writer
The Detroit Pistons, Chicago Bulls and Atlanta
Hawks worked all season to get a homecourt advantage in the first round of the NBA playoffs, and that's
exactly what they got.
Those three teams won all of their home games
and lost all their road games in their best-of-five
first-round series, and as a result they advanced to
the Eastern Conference semifinals with victories
Sunday. In the East, the home team won 18 of 19 firstround games, with Boston's series-clinching victory
at New York on Friday the only road triumph.
"This is what you play for all season, the fifth
game at home," Detroit's Dennis Rodman said after
the Pistons' 99-78 victory over Washington
Chicago advanced to a second-round series against
the Pistons, beginning Tuesday at Detroit, by
defeating Cleveland 107-101. Atlanta beat Milwaukee
121-111 and will begin second-round play at Boston on
Wednesday.
In Sunday's other game, the Los Angeles Lakers
crushed Utah 110-91 in Game 1 of a Western Conference semifinal. Denver eliminated Seattle 115-96
in Game 5 Saturday, and the Nuggets will face
Dallas in the other West semifinal.
Rodman, who was 5-for-5 from the field, came off
the bench to score 12 of his 13 points in the fourth

quarter, when the Pistons scored 10 consecutive
points to take control against the cold-shooting
Bullets.
Detroit held the Bullets to 31 percent-shooting and
limited Jeff Malone, who averaged 77 points in the
series, to just four points. He was 1-for-12 from the
field, while Moses Malone was 2- for-10 and scored 15
points.
Detroit had five players in double figures, led by
Joe Dumars with 20. Bernard King had 18 points to
lead the Bullets.
Bulls 107, Cavaliers 101
Michael Jordan set a scoring record for a fivegame series with 39 in Game 5, but he needed support
from his Chicago teammates, especially rookie Scottie Pippen, to beat Cleveland.
Pippen, who wasn't told until just before the game
that he would start, scored 24 points, including two
key baskets late in the third quarter that put the
Bulls in control of the game.
Jordan, whose 226 points for the series broke
King's 1984 mark of 213, saidEippen's performance
gives other teams something to think about.
The Cavaliers, who got 25 points from Mark Price,
led 12-2 and had a 35-23 advantage at the end of the
first quarter, but the Bulls took their first lead, 78-77,
on a steal and layup by Pippen with 27 seconds left in
(Cont'd on page 9)

Martin decides not to drink alone
Brawl convinces Billy to stick close to friends
ARLINGTON, Texas API —
New York Yankees manager Billy
Martin says that an incident in a
nightclub in which he received a
40-stitch cut on his ear has convinced him to stay away from bars
unless friends are with him at all
times.
"It's embarrassing more than
anything else," Martin said Sunday of Friday's altercation.
Martin, 59, said he had only two
drinks at the nightclub, Lace, a
statement verified by a waitress
But as Martin tried to put the incident behind him, media in both
the Dallas-Fort Worth area and
New York focused on discrepandes in Martin's story.
The Dallas Times Herald, in today's editions, quoted a Lace
employee as saying Martin threw
the first punch, disputing all hiS
previous statements.

Elsewhere
For a complete look at this
weekend's games and tonight's
pitching match-ups, check the
Scoreboard.
"It was the only punch thrown,"

the employee said. "He was not
struck by anybody. He was given
that shove.'
Another unidentified Lace
employee said Martin and two
men were engaged in "name calling" in the bar.
The employee said name-calling
continued in a restroom, but there
was no fight. As he was on his way
out the door, Martin hit and cut the
shorter of the two men with a
punch, employees said.
Employees said Martin was
showed out an emergency exit,

then hit his head on the wall, leaving a bloody streak down to the
sidewalk.
"It was all one movement," an
employee said. "There was no
fighting, no punching. It was one
swift movement."
Martin used strong language to
dispute the comments 'made by
Lace employees. The DallasMorning News says Martin told
reporters he was assaulted by
three men, while the police report
has Martin claiming he was attacked by two men.
Martin told reporters the
assailants were waiting for him in
the restroom and he did not see
them before the assault, but the
newspaper said he told police the
men followed him into the
restroom and he was able to
describe them.
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(Coned from page 8)
The 800-meter relay team of
Bucy, Sara Thompson, Garland
and Lisa Scalf and the 400-meter
relay team of Bucy, Herndon,
Tanya Hughes and Thompson both
placed sixth in their events.
For Murray High, Darrin Jones
was fifth in the 110-high hurdles
and James Westphal'placed sixth
in the 1600-meter run.
Tammy Olive was third in the
discus and sixth in the shotput
while Jennifer Parker added a
fourth-place finish in the high
jump and the 1600-meter relay
team of Christy Bell, Chanon
Chaney, Allison Burton and
Melvina Urughart finished fifth.
SOFTBALL
Calloway County closed its 1988
season with a doubleheader defeat
on Friday. The Lady Lakers lost
9-0 and 9-8 to Christian County.
Following the shutout, which
saw Christian score nine unearned
runs. Calloway fought back from a
7-2 deficit to tie the score in the
sixth inning. But Christian County
managed two runs in the eighth
and Calloway could only push one
across, ending the Lady Lakers'
season at 10-10.
Cynthia Garland had three hits
on the day and Tracy Banks and
Erica Muskgrow added a pair.
Holly Cherry, Stefan' Barnett and
Ginger Billington also had hits.
Calloway County visits Mayfield
at 4 p.m today in the opening
game of the Fourth District Tournament. Murray meets Marshall
County in the seebnd game, which
begins 30 minutes after the
opener
The championship is slated for
Tuesday afternoon. All games are
to be played in Mayfield.
BASEBALL
Calloway County coach Randy
McCallon was afraid that
Reidland ace Kent Wallace might

(Cont'd from page 8)
possibly want on Saturday as the
dealers packed their goods into
Calloway County's football facility
for the all-day affair The show
was designed to generate funds for
the school's football program and
to show everyone a good time.
The Calloway County baseball
team's batting cage and pitching
machine was borrowed and
several youngsters took a break
from the rigorous world of
bargaining to get in a few cuts.
Hot dogs and soft drinks were
sold and statitics and player
potential argued. Some participants proudly displayed their
loyalty by wearing their favorite
team's cap.
It was almost a celebration.
Baseball card shows have
-become more and more popular in
recent years with more and more
of a youth movement becoming
apparent But the old-timers still

(('otit'd from page 8)
the third quarter The rookie from
Central Arkansas scored again on
a rebound at the five-second mark,
and the Bulls led the rest of the
way for their first trip to the second round since 1981
Hawks 121, Bucks 111
Dominique Wilkins. the NBA's
second-leading scorer behind Jordan. also got some unexpected
scoring help from teammate Randy Wittman against Milwaukee.
Wilkins had 33 points and 10 rebounds, while Wittman added a
season-high 29 points. including 17
in the second half when he was
7-for-7 from the field.
Atlanta broke the game open in
the third quarter, outscoring the
Bucks 31-23 to take an 89-70 lead into the final period. The Bucks
made a couple of fourth-period
runs, but could get no closer than
10 points.
Kevin Willis added 20 points for
the Hawks, while Glenn Rivers
had 14 points and 15 assists. Terry
Cummings led Milwaukee with 28
points, and John Lucas had 15.
Lakers 110, Jazz 91
Los Angeles opened the second
round with outstanding defense,
holding Utah to a playoff record

Local sports

Sparks is 4th
Jeff Sparks of Murray claimed
fourth place recently in the USCF
(United States Cycling Federation) Criterion race in Evansville.
Ind.
Sparks, competing for the Bike
World Team out of Paducah, competed in Category 3 of the event.
held, in conjunction with the
Evansville Arts Festival. Sparks
also won a "prime" good for $15

enjoy baseball (it wouldn't really
be baseball without old-timers )
and are still involved.
Dealers agree that the older
crowd seems to stick to the
players of yesteryear while the
kids lean towards today's stars...
the ones they've seen play.
Regardless of their era, players'
hottest and most valuable cards
are from their rookie years A collector can also make good by
predicting a future star and
loading up on his rookie card while
its value is still low.
Rhemus says that the Mets'
Greg Jeffreys is his choice for a
future valuable card.
Of today's players, Mike
Schmidt of Philadelphia and the
Yankees' Don Mattingly are clearly the two top cards. Schmidt's
rookie card goes for about $150 and
Mattingly's range from $30-60
depending on the brand, another
aspect of the card game that has

eight points in the first period.
Forward James Worthy who
scored 23 points for the Lakers
The Lakers led 55-31 at halftime
and scored as many points in the
second quarter as the Jazz did in
the first half.
The previous lowest first
quarter in the playoffs was 12
points, by seven teams. It was the
fourth time in playoff history that
a team has been held to single
digits in a quarter
Byron Scott finished with 18
points and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
16 for the Lakers. Karl Malone,
averaging 31.5 in the playoffs for
Utah, was held to three points in
the first half, but finished with 29.
Thurl Bailey had 23 points and
John Stockton 16 assists for the
Jazz.
Lakers' reserve Michael Cooper
was taken to a hospital for X-rays
on his left foot, which he injured in
the second quarter. The X-rays
showed no fracture.
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have put his team in a slump when
he shut out the Lakers 2-0 last
Thursday. But the Lakers got their
bats back by knocking off
Mayfield 8-5 on Friday and splitting a pair of games to close the
season at Lone Oak on Saturday.
Calloway dropped the first game
9-8 despite a strong effort from
Trent Campbell. Campbell allowed five earned runs on the mound,
but got nearly all of them back at
the plate. Campbell knocked in
three runs and scored twice. including a two-run homer in the
fifth inning.
Corey Wells continued to swing
a hot bat for Calloway. The Laker
first baseman drilled two doubles
and one RBI while going 3-for-4.
Travis Turner went 3-for-4 and
Joey Waller 2-for-4 with an RBI.
Allan Bazzell opened the contest
with a homer as Calloway cranked
out 13 hits in a losing effort....„
In the season finale, Kevin
Turner picked up the win by
throwing six innings and yielding
just three runs despite Lone Oak's
13 hits. Scott Adams went the final
inning, allowing two hits before
pitching out of the jam to preserve
the 12-10 win.
Pookie Jones went 3-for-5 with
three RBI, two of them coming off
a two-run homer. Greg Lassiter
went 2-for-4 with two runs and two
RBI and Corey Wells picked up
two RBI.
Joey Waller nailed his first
career home run and Bazz,ell
scratched out only one hit, but
scored three times and stole three
bases as the Lakers closed at 15-9.
Calloway meets Marshall County at 4:30 p.m. today in the Fourth
District tournament. All tournament games will be played at
Calloway.
The pitching Perry brothers,
Jim and Gaylord, combined for 85
major league shutouts, the most
by any pair of brothers.
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIF
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGII.E
East Division
16
I. Pct. GB
New York
•
645 —
20
11
Detroit
18
11
621
1
Milwaukee
607
1
17
U.
Cleveland
12
586
2
17
Boston
571
Ps
16
12
Toronto
433
6is
13
17
Baltimore
138 15
4
25
West Division
I.
Mc) 6B
Oakland
7
767 —
23
Chicago
,
f
14
14
500
Kansas City
14
16
467
9
Texas
13
9L2
16 - 448
Seattle
18
436 10
14
Minnesota
11
17,
393 11
California
12
19
387 114,
Saturday's Games
Minnesota 5. Boston 2
Oakland 14. Cleveland 3
Chicago it, Baltimore.7
Milwaukee 1. Kansas City 2
Texas 3. New York 2
Toronto 9, California 4
Seattle 7 Detroit 6
Sunday's Gaines
Baltimore 6 Chicago 5. 10 innings
Boston 10, Minnesota 6
Milwaukee 6. Kansas City 2 10 innings
Texas 10, New York
California 8. Toronto 1
Oakland 5, Cleveland 1
TA-trait IL-Siattle 1-Monday's Games
ChiOago (Reuss 1-1. at Baltimore .Boddicker 0.6.
Milwaukee (Birkbeck 1-2. at Minnesota
. Straker 0-1
Boston lClemens 4.1 • at Kansas City
'Cubic= 3-3...
Cleveland I Farrell 3-I
at California
. Petry 1.2,
Detroit . Morris 3-3 , at Oakland .i Welch
4.2,

Cleveland at California
Detroit at Oakland
NATIONAL LEAGIL E
East Division
W
1. Pct. GB
New York
750
21
7
Pittsburgh
19
10
655
21
,
Chicago
15
14
517
642
Montreal
14
14
500
7
St Louis
12
17
414
Philadelphia
10
17
370
West Division
L Pct, GB
Los Angeles
18
9 687
Houston
16
12
571
Ps
Cincinnati
14
16
467
51
,
San Francisco
14
16
467
5tv
San Diego
357
8+,
10
18
Atlanta
7
20
259
Saturday's Games
San Francisco 2. Chicago)
New York 2. Cincinnati 1
San Diego 3. Pittsburgh 2
Montreal 4, Houston 3
Atlanta 6, Philadelphia 5
St Louis 2, Los Angeles 1
Sunday's Games
Houston 7, Montreal 2
New York 5, Cincinnati 1
Pittsburgh 6. San Diego 2
Philadelphia 5, Atlanta 1
Los Angeles 12. St Louis 6
Chicago 13, San Francisco 7
Monday's Gaines
Los Angeles 'Belcher 2-1
at Chicago
(Sutcliffe 2-3 •
San Francisco • Krukovv 1.2. at Pittsburgh
(Dunne 1-1
Cincinnati 'Jackson 4-1 at Philadelphia
Palmer 0-1
Montreal 'Martinez 3-31 at Atlanta
I Mahler 0-4
New York Fernandez 1.1. at Houston
Darwin 1.2
San Diego ).Whitson 2-11 at St. Louts
(McWilliams 1-0i

NHL, NBA Playoffs
Lady Laker Cynthia Garland releases the shot-put during Saturday's
WKC Meet. Garland set a school record for Calloway in the discus event
during the meet.
staff photo to) Darnel T. Parker

expanded.
As with all major sports,
baseball has enjoyed considerable
success in the 1980s. So has the
card industry. The traditional
card is still Topps, but Fleer and
Donner-Made the scene in '81 and
about four years later the youth
movement among the collectors
began.
For Oliver, however, the nation's pastime is still that. He enjoys the historic side of the sport
and his most valued possessions
are the autographed pictures
hanging in his store.

Oliver has collected signatures
from the likes of Bob Gibson, Billy
Williams, Enos Slaughter, Eddie
Mathews and Stan Musial. He also
owns a 1909 Ty Cobb tobacco card.
If it was in mint condition, it would
go for about $12,000.
Unfortunately for Oliver, it's not
in mint condition. But that doesn't
really bother him.
"When I'm 79 years old, I'll be
rough too," he says.
He'll probably also be collecting
cards and enjoying baseball from
a more involved aspect than merely watching the games.

Middle crushes Eastern 20-3
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. el —
Middle Tennessee State's sa Pye
snapped a 3-3 tie with a RBI single
and Mike Messerley hit a pair of
three-run homers Sunday as the
Blue Raiders came out of the
loser's bracket to defeat Eastern
Kentucky 20-3 in the championship
game of the Ohio Valley Conference baseball tournament.
Middle Tennessee, which wins
•

Goys win OVC,
Racers fourth
Austin Peay left the rest of the
field behind at the Ohio Valley
Conference golf tournament, scoring an 882 to get past second-place
Eastern Kentucky at 929. Tennessee Tech was third at 931.
Murray State came in fourth
place with a 937 and Middle Tennessee fifth at 956. Morehead shot
a 963, Youngstown State a 968 and
Tennessee State a 1,339.
The individual medalist was
Austin Peay's Craig Rudolph who
fired a six-under-par 210.
Murray State was led by Bud
Ward's 231 which put him in a tie
for sixth. Defending OVC champion Chris Carlson shot a 233, Jon
Walker a 234, Jeff Wells a 241 and
John Hobby a 244as Murray State
failed to defend its 1987 OVC title.
The golf tournament marked the
end of the sports year at MSU.

Smsfe

v 0"

This
Viseks
Spiscial

Large Hamburger,
French Fries &
Med. Drink

the league's automatic berth in the
NCAA Tournament, set up Sunday's decisive game by defeating
the Colonels 12-7 earlier in the day.
The Blue Raiders' only loss of
the tournament came by a 5-0
margin to Eastern Kentucky during Friday's opening round.
After Pye's sixth-inning single
had handed the Blue Raiders a 4-3
edge, Messerly hit his 17th home
run of the season for a 7-3 cushion.
Messerly tied the Middle Tennessee school record for home
runs in a season with his 18th
homer, also good for three runs,
during a 13-run eighth inning that
clinched the victory.
Dave Richardson went the
distance in the title game, scattering eight hits and striking out 10
Colonels to run his record to 13-5.
Middle Tennessee improved its
record to 32-24, while Eastern Kentucky is 34-22.
The Blue Raiders got five runs
in the first inning of the first game.
then sealed the win with three
homers.

NHL Playoffs
Patrick Division
Philadelphia 4, Washington 3
New Jersey 3. N Y Islanders 0
Adams Division
Montreal 4. Hartford 3
Buffalo 6. Boston 2
Norris Division
Detroit 6, Toronto 2
Chicago 6 St Louts 3
Smythe Division
Winnipeg 8. Edmonton 1
Los Angeles 5. Calgary 2
Sunday's Games
Patrick Division
N Y Islanders 5. New Jersey 1 OT
Philadelphia 5. Washington 4. OT
Adams Division
HartfOrd 7, Montreal 5
Buffalo 6. Boston 5. OT
Norris Division
Detroit 8. Toronto 0
St Louis 6 Chicago 5
Smythe Division
Edmonton 5. Winnipeg 3
Calgary' 7 Los Angeles 3
Conference Finals
Saturday. May 7
Campbell Conference
Detroit 5 Edmonton 2 Edmonton leads
series 2- 1
Sunday. May 11
Wales Conference
New Jersey 3 Boston I. series tied 2-2
Monday, Ma)•
Campbell Conference
Edmonton at Detroit. s 05 p m
Tuesday, May 10
Males Conference
New Jersey at Boston 7 30 p m
Wednesday. May 11
Campbell Conference.
Detroit at Edmonton 9 35 p in
Thursday . May 17
Wales Conference
Boston at New Jersey. 7 45 p in
Friday. May 13
Confereace
Edmonton at Detroit
1 4/5
if
m
necessary'
Saturday . May 14
Wales Conference
New Jersey at Boston. 7 30
If
necessary

Detroit
necessary

Sunday, May 15
t'arnpbell Conference
at Edmonton 8 05

p m

NBA Playoffs
Saturday May '7
Denver 115 Seattle 96. Denver wins series -3-2
Sunday. May 8
Chicago 107. Cleveland 101, Chicago WIZL1
series 3-2
Detroit 99. Washington 78. Detroit wins
series 3.2
Atlanta 121, Milwaukee 111. Atlanta wins
series 3.2
Conference Semifinals
(Best-of-seven.
Suladay, May II
L.A. I..alters 150 Utah 91. Los Angeles
leads series 1-0 •
Tuesday, Stay II
ChicagoDe2rOit. 8 30 p.m
Dallas at Denver. 9 30 pm
Utah at LA Laicers. 11 p m
Wednesday, May 11
Atlanta at Boston. 8 30 pm
Thursday. Stay 12
Chicago at Detroit
p m
Dallas at Denver 10 p m
Friday. May 13
Atlanta at Boston. 8 05 p m
LA takers at Utah. 10 30p rr
Saturday. May 14
Detroit at Chicago. 1 p m
Denver at Dallas. TBA
Sunday, May 15
Boston at AUant.e. 1 p m
L A Lakers at Utah. 3 30p m
Detroit at Chicago. TBA
Denver at Dallas. TBA
Monday. May 10
Boston at Atlanta. TBA
Tuesday, May 17
Utah at 1. .4 takers. TBA. if necessarv
Dallas at Denver. 10 p m if necessary
Thursday. May IS
Denver at Dallas. 8 p m . If necessary
LA
Lakers at I'lah
if
10 30 p m
necessary
Saturday. May 21
Utah at L A
Lakers, 3 30 pm
it
necessary'
Dallas at Denver TBA. if necessary

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Liquidation Sale
Still in Progress
All Equipment

10% OVER

ost

start
See
ere....
TORO power mowers, ridi

for
iowers

gas trimmers.

If you have a safe driving
record, you merit something
special when it comes to your
Auto Insurance top-flight
coverage, low preferred rates
and service you can depend
on That's exactly the corn
bination of benefits you'll
receive as a policyholder of
our agency and the State Auto
Companies.

if

Haven't you done
without a Toro
long enough?

STOKES TRACTOR

6.

The Murray Board
of Education will
receive sealed bids
for gasoline to be
used for the 1988-89
school year. Bids
are to be received
by May 27, 1988, at
12:00 noon, at the
Murray Board of
Education,
814
Poplar St., Murray,
Kentucky. Specifications are on file at
the Board office.
The Board reserves
the right to reject
any or all bids.

Tenders
Pet Sitting
House Sitting
Shawn Maxwell
753-6147

CANCER
• INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim senior"
TRANSFER your 8M/1A
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
WALLACE'S U -Pick
Strawberries- Open
Tues, Thurs., Sat. at
7A M. & Mon., Wed.,
Fri. at 430P.M. & Sun.
at IP.M. North 16th St.
and Poor Farm Road.
U Pick, $.50. quart.
Ordered, $1.00, quart.
753-0195.

1_ 10-U7 AT10 N Sale
All equipment 10% over
cost. All in stock parts
20% off Cash sales only.
Stokes Tractor, Indust
rial Road Call 753 1319

YOU CAN LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
Nostfols-Nooauss
NO CONTRACTS

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A+" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753.4199

Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!

1450 PER ioô paid
weekly. Easy assembly
work at home making
small decorative
pillows. Full or part
time. We supply all
pre cut materials and
pay shipping Free Info.
Send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises
Dept. 102, Biltmore St.,
PSL, FL 34984 or call
407-335-0456

SEAMSTRESS for Rental Alterations Apply
in person at Boone's
Laundry and Cleaners,
605 Main St., Murray.
SERVICE Station Attendant: Knowledge of
minor car repair Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1369.
TRUCK Drivers
Needed Teams wanted.
Must be D O.T.
qualified, 23 years old
and have 2 years driving experience. Call
NEED Live in 901-247-3277 or 800 621
housekeeper, prefer 2888.
elderly person, to do WANTED: Reporter for
light housework and West KY weekly
help care for 2 children. newspaper. Must have
Call 753-0305 after 5P.M.
and be proficient with a
NEED a lob? 4 openings 35mm camera and have
now. You may qualify knowledge in darkif: (1)you do not have room. Send resume to:
GED or your high P.O. Box 410, Benton,
school diploma, (2) you KY 42025
have been out of school WELDER ,GeneraI
9 months or more, (3) Maintenance
you are between ages 16 Mechanic: High School
& 21 We are a EOE. graouate or equivalent
This project is funded required
Must have
by the Western Ky. four (4) years of ex•
Private Industry perience in all phases of
Council- JTPA. Call fabrication and welding
J.T.P.A. Out Of School including electric, gas,
753-9378 between 8,30
heliarc, TIG, etc.,
12:005 days a week
which can be acquired
PARTS Manager for through construction
Automotive De- work or welding shop
partment: Starting pay experience
Ad
$17,000 annually. Gain ditionally, must have
recognition for your industrial mechanic&
auto parts knowledge maintenance ex
while working for an perience in replacing
established company. bearings, couplings,
Benefits include: In• and V- belts; changing
surance, Pensions, seals
repairing hi lift
Vacations, Sick Leave pumps; aligning
and Holidays. Send sheaves and V belts;
resume to: Personnel, Oiling and greasing
P.O. Box 1040 -El, pumps, fans, and elec
Murray, KY 42071.
tric motors. General
R.N.• TO Provide in- knowledge of plumbing
surance rehabilitation required. Must be able
services to injured to assist in mechanical
clients, Challenging work to complete
part-time position for, necessary mainten
right individual. I.C.0 ' ance. Salary $7.21 per
experience helpful. hour. Apply at Per
Salary — expenses. Will sonnet Services, Sparks
train. Send resume to: Hall, Murray State
Eckman/Freeman & University, Murray. KY
Associates, P.O. Box 42071. EOE/M-F.
24420, Louisville, KY WENDY'S has part
40224.
time position available
SALES and General for afternoon and late
Maintenance person for evening shift We offer
paint store. Must have Christmas bonuses,
some experience at this paid birthday, insur
kind of work. Call ance and tuition re
753-0839 or apply at imbursement program.
Black's Decorating For more information
Center, 70) S. 4th St , apply in person,
Murray.
Mon. Fri. 2 4p.m.

Haig Wanted

9. Situation Wanted

BE a Financial SUPER
MAN. Salespeople
needed immediately!!!
If you have ever Sold
insurance, cars, books,
home improvement,
etc., you could qualify
No cold calls, incredible
lead program, first year
potential, 50K +. Man
agement also needed
Call Mr. Greg Williams
502-44-4655 on 5 17 88.
rXCELLENT Income
for Home Assembly
Work. For information
call 504 646 1700, Dept
P821.
"HIRING! Governmenf
jobs your area. $15,000
$68,000. Call (602)838
8885, Ext. SSA."
NEED Babysitter for
Infant, 7. 4 5 A . M
5:15P.M., Mon.-Fri ,
and 9 year old boy
Summer. References
required. Call 759 4796
before 5P M., ask for
Sheryl
NEED Lady to live in
with invalid lady. Board
and salary. 759-1661

Needed full-time
for weekend day
shift
position.
Bonus incentive

available Please
call or apply in
person at
Heritage Manor
4th and Indiana
Mayfieid, Ky 42066
247-0200

H•A

Hill Haven
Facility

E.O.E.

CHRISTIAN family will
do mowing, light hauling.
and house cleaning Also.
plumbing
Prices re
asonable. 492 8899
LAWN Mowing Service
and Trimming
Call
753 3616
MOWING and Trim
ming, large or small
yards. Call 435 4447

INSTEAD OF EAT:N6
ALONE,WW1 DON'T
"(01) COME AND
JOIN THE FAMILY
TONIGHT

THE NEIGHBORS ASHES
,ME. TO
BABY - 51T FOR THEIR FERN

WILL keep ZEildren in
CORR1GATED metal
my home, anytime 437 Two commerical roofing 8' $4.95;
10' $6.40;
bed
3
One
Buildings,
4678
room house, all on one 12'17.60. Mid South
WOULD like to sit with
Building Supply; 342 East
au in A 1 condition
elderly, afternoons and lot,
Call for Washington, Paris; 901
sell.
Must
nights. References, Call
642 2552
appointment, 474-8015
753-7158.
FIREWOOD for sale
GrhltRAL house and
Also, tree removing 30
office cleaning. 6 years
years experience 436
experience
Re
2758 or 436 2562
ferences. Call 759 1578 WANT To Buy Bo
motors, trailers, parts, FIREWOOD for sale
after 3P.M
437 4667
anything marine Paris
FRIGIDAIR`E re
TN, 901 642-6569, SA M
rigerator; limited edition
5P.M. daily, 1 5P M
prints by Charles France'
Sunday,
and Peter Skirka, 1977
DRIVE
TO
LEARN
GMC pick up, PS, AC,
AT. 759 1036
TRACTOR-TRAILER
/x4.ECONOMY studs 49 GLIDDEN Latex Walt
cents each
Mid South Paint 5 gallon can
Building Supply, 312 East $79 99. Get at Black's
Decorating Center, 701
Washington, Paris, 901
S 4th St , Murray KY
642.25.52.
174" PLYWOOD $9.95. LARGE, large, large
Mid -South Building selection of storage
Supply; 342 East buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Washington Paris; 901
Acree Portable
642-25.52.
Buildings, Mayfield,
FOR Sale: Rare De
pression piece spool Ky 502 247 431
table with beveled MEMBERSHIP in
mirrors, oval side table, Pirates Cove, $3.600
gold leaf beveled Call 437 42)6
mirror, and many PINE Bark Mulch 7.79ft
bags
Pine
framed prints and cu
nuggets 2 49 7 cu It
paintings Call 759-4901
bags We also have top
NE
agle 5.000 depth
finder, 1 20" Murray soil, potting soil 8. peat
Chrome BMX bicycle, 2 Coast to Coast
Hardware. Murray
new California Super
Gear Scooter 12" PORTABLE Kitchenaid
Dishwasher. $50 De
wheels, Boy's motor
Stan locally tuwpart Urn*
cycle pants and shirts, luxe Frigiclatre 30"
Train on nye &frith* corn
Range, solid Cast iron
puters Horne study and real
size 24" Call 436 2372
dent training Financial aid
TREATED lumber in elements, 2 years old.
•vallable Job placement
stock Check our prices $300 40 TV Aerial with
assistance National Hdqtry
and save! Mid South rotor. $150, needs dts
Pompano Bch
Building Supply, 342 East mantling Call 753 8052
4-CT. TRAVEL
REAR Tine Tillers 1
OOL
Washington, Paris, 901
forward speeds and
6422552
reverse. Briggs and
Stratton engines 5 HP
559999 8 HP $68999
15 cu
CHEST Wallin Hardware.
ft
Freezer Call 753 6798 Downtown Paris, TN
TR.41:1V
(days), 759 9559 RED Hot Bargatns.
Drug dealers' cars.
(evenings)
TV BE' A
boats, planes cc
PROFESSIONAL
possessed
Surplus
•SECRETUIV
Your Area
Buyers
lsIr1K and Used Sewing
.sEC. RECEPTIOSIsT
Guide 1 805 687 6000
Machines and Vaccum
•E111(1 TI I
Ext S 8155
Cleaners from 829 50
SECRET4A1
REFRIGERATOR, $75
Up Call 474-8015
Call 759 1089
SHARP Copiers & —Fax
Machines
For Sale.
/ WHEEL Garden
Service, Supplies or
Tractor, plow, disc,
Demonstrations Call
cultivator sickle
1 SOO 7411 4319 Benton
mower. Runs good 5
KY
HP Ariens front tine
TAKING Bids on used
tiller, new B S engine
office equipment Call
Call after SP M , 436
759 4941 from
2.79
9A M 5P M
XTRA Good deal for
someone to remove VINYL siding ill white
metal from large pole double 4) $49 SO sq Mid
South Building Supply
barn for half the metal
The metal is extra good. 342 East ---WaShrfnrOn
See Ed Thurmond, Mill Paris, 901 642 2552
KY Hardwood
Bldg , 2nd and Elm,
Kiln FAS Poplar. $ 95
Murray 9A M 3P M
Other hard
per B F
daily
SUPER C Farmer woods available Call
Tractor with plow and 395 5900
WOOD For Sale Green
disc Call 753 0195
and seasoned.
$25 rick Call 437 4927

wrIT

THESE INSTROCTION5 5140ULDN1
BE 700 17IFFICOL_T
z
...,

-5TE, ONE: WATERING, SEE
SECTION 21o,PARAGRAPH 12"

1 Not
stimulating
6 Pondered
11 Plunderer
12 Extras
14 Busy with
15 Goddess of
discord
17 Actor Clark
18 Article
20 "A Night at
the—'
23 Transgress
24 Deli sandwich
26 Saccharine
28 Paid notice
29 Muse of
poetry
31 Continued
stories
33 Part of leg
35 Fabricator
36 Pittsburgh
footballer
39 Wear away

— and fro
43 Rockfish: pi
45 — Minor
46 Free of
46 Income in
Paris
50 Kind of curve
51 Landed
5.3 Obtains
55 Hetxew letter
56 Punctuation
mark
59 Glossy paint
61 Tears
62 Part of Oast

1 Fuss
2 Behoidl
3 Consumed
4 Roman tyrant
5 Falls in drops
6 Ed 's concern
7 Above
8 Mournful
9 Periods of

PIANO For Sale
Wanted
Responsible,
Party to assume small 1980 EAGLE Mobile
monthly payments on Home. 2 bedroom, 7 fun
piano See locally Call baths Call 435 4595
Manager at 618 734 1306 after 6P M
70X14 WINDSOR
anytime
bedroom, 2 lots, well
septic tank and storage
building. 88.500 436 2997
19,000 BTU Amana win
dow air conditioner, used REDUCED to Sell 1981
14x70 Frontier High
3 months, like new condi
Rise, 3 bedrooms. 1 1,2
tion $475 After 5P M
baths, step up kitchen,
call 435 4382 or 753 5549
RUSI- NESSES Caps, Also set on lot 327x87,
!tickets, T shirts, golf septic tank and water
shirts for employees lines $15,500. call after
and advertisement Can 5P M 489 2529 Excel
lent condition
be embroidered or
printed
Faye's, 514
Main St., 753 7743.
BE15ROOMS, 2 baths.
appliance and water fur
noshed, available now
Also, 3 room apartment
Coleman Real Estate,
753 91911
OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished. some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
STAR
E A
GOA
ditioned
Shady Oaks
ORGY
RET
753 5209
LW
UwER
FOR Rent 1 and 1
Gile E
bedroom trailers, also a
CU EUS SET
house in the country
OKIP EMU D
TOE
Call
Adult preferred
D E OW ME
753 9866
TWO Bedroom Mobile
POOLUGIT
MIAOW
Home, furnished, cen
el E 10 o ea [jo WM]
tral h/a, nice, near
0Up T DM I_ li T LI R
university Deposit re
1;;MVP
PAID EM
quired. Phone 753 3895
after 5P M
EAU MOOT
EA
TWO Bedroom un
Gl0 R
N
ANDM
furnished, central heat,
ANT
window air, carpeted,
641 North, lease deposit,
no pets, vacant, re
time
ferences. Call 753 3942
10 Negation
19 Wipe cut
11 Wood21 Spool
working
WE buy, Sell and
22 Eagle's nest
machine
Repair Used Air Con
25
Additional
13 Dispatches
ditioners Dill Electric
27
Crown
16 Stitches
759 1577
30 Houston
lo
Plarlr
32 Got up
or Store space
31 Hawaiian
available mid May
goose
Southside Shopping
36 Solp of
Center. 753-9386 or 753
lather
6612.
37 Laborer
38 Toiled
SMALL Building near
campus. Ideal for office
40 Scatter
41 Artist's stand
or small business Call
44 Stainless —
753 2967.
47 Extremely
terrible
49 Sicilian
volcano
52 Sn is Its
symbol
54 Weaken
57 Hypothetical
force
1,800 sq feet, con58 Dysprosium
venient location to
a60 Coroner
downtown, courtabbe

a

E pi.Ej

putiEu

EJBA
gm s

EMMEN MOWN
MEM. MENEM
El MOM
ME=
MUM MUM MUM
BMW MINIM ME
MINIM MEMINIMM
MOM MO=
MEMMINIM MUM.
ME MINIM MOM
MOM MMOMM MEM
MINIM
MINIM MN
MINNIMM MOW=
ME= MOM

oJiJ

aFFTE

PRIME
OFFICE
SPACE
FOR RENT

house and banks
Call 753-8302
or 753-5870

MONDAY, MAY 9, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
31

Want to Rent

32

Apts for

Rent

WANT to Rent By June VERY Nice 1 or 2
1st Two or three bed
bedroom apartments,
room house, washer
fully furnished, near
dryer hook up, ap
campus Also, 3 bed
proximately 10 miles or room house for rent,
less from Murray $200 nicely furnished near
price range Cali 753
campus Call 753 6111
0284 before 3P.M
(days), 753 0606
(nights)
Apt: for

32

Rent

1 bEDROOM

furnished
basement apartment for
rent $190 monthly $100
deposit All utilities paid
References required No
pets 753 8294
1 ROOMS and bath, fur
rushed, available now, 303
S 6th St Also, 2 bedroom
mobile Coleman RE, 753
9898

DUPLEX, 2 bedroom,
appliances, quiet re
sidential area near
university - $275 per
month Call 753 8096
FURNISHED, Re
modeled apartment
Low utilities, $150 per
month rent, $150 de
posit Call 753 8835 after
513 M
IVIUR Cal apts
Nor
thwood Dr I. 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984

33. Rooms for

Rent

FOR

Public Sales

48

From Mayfield talus Hwy.
80 east 2 miles, turn loft
on Hwy. 131, 5 miles.
Owns doss tools bicycles
glassware, antiques toys.
furniture children and adult
clothes air compressor mart,* Sink top Stanley door
with side lite lots ol misc

43

Real Estate

Credible
BOB Haley
Knowledgeable
Easy
to Work With. Call him
at 489 2266 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651
BUSINESS Property
for sale by owner 1303
Chestnut adioining col
lege
Building with 5
apartments and busi
ness front Large lot for
future development. 10,
000 below appraisal.
Call 615 262 0000
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apart
mints, 1 block from
campus $40,000, call
753 1203
INVESTMENT property
2 acres with 3 rental un
its, only $23,500 Rent in
come $550 month Cole
man Real Estate 753 9898
k OP P ER U D Realty
offers a complete . range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753 1222, toH free
1 800 751 HOME Ext
7 1 1 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you

#1 ON THE BALLOT

JANE
STOKES

6
44

Magistrate District 2

•Clayton Cigna
•3-88uns, *MIA

•Ikkreor Concord
•4•0•Nelgt TerOst

HATS Off/
TO

46

SOUTHWEST
PT.A.
For the many kind expressions of
appreciation during teacher appreciation week.
Faculty & Staff
ATTENTION: WOMEN AND MEN
SALES CONSULTANTS - TRAVEL
CLAN MILLS PORTRAIT STUDIOS needs 4 soles oriented
trainees for soles consultonts in our PICTORIAL CHURCH
DIRECTORY DIVISION Competitive base pay plus corn
mission Expense allowance for your (or and motel with
corporate benefits Average S21,000 S23,000 the fitsi
year
1 TRAVEL (borne weekends only)
2 Prefer over 22 (responsible)/CAREER MINDED
3 4 years full-time working 1.sete-s1 esrperieme- •
or college degree preferred
4. Aggressive/HIGHLY MOTIYATED
S. Management possibilities
Retool, lewelry, cosmetic, telephone soles or marketing
teaching / communications background helpful

For personal interview, call John C Hall's office TU.1
FREE at 1-800-543-5940 or 1 800.543.5921, Monday
through Thursday. between 7 00 a m and 6:00 p.m. ON
LY! Please call on or before Wednesday, May 11, 1988
ALSO
We need 3 telephone soles managers in our advertising
department to travel extensively ond sell portrait offers
(01 kW -

DRIVERS WANTED ,
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY
One of North America's largest bulk trucking firms is seeking company drivers to haul
chemicals interstate Applicant must be 23
years of age. have 2 years over-the-road experience in all four seasons with an ICC Certified Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
verifiable employment record, good safe
driving record, take and pass a drug and
alchol screening test Excellent earnings and
benefits Apply in person at Liquid
Transporters. Inc., Hwy 95:Calvert City, KY
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Lots for

Sale

FOR Sale Large Lot in
Wildcat Village
Call
502 247 6137, Mayfield,
KY
'KENTUCKY Lake Lot
12x60 Mobile Home, sep
tic, well, lot goes to TVA
survey line, 516,500 442
1770 or 442 3632
LARGE Lot
Paris
Landing area Call 753
5792
LOTS For Sale Lots of
trees, 125' X 250' deep
Call 753 5870

May 24. 1988
Your rota is appr.cletd
vont.° efiercasscra
•Z-eny Kari
• Astrortion SCh00,

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity $OO & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-8794

10th and 11th
7 til ?

-

•cnseiv csenie

1979 GS 1000 SUZUKI,
for sale or partial trade.
Call 753-7300.
1982 SUZUKI GS 650-G,
shaft drive, 7,000 miles,
like new, helmet, battery charger, $1,450, call
759 9699
19432 YAMAHA Special,
great small bike for
street. Call 753-9395.
1987 350 YAMAHA 4
wheeler, excellent con•
dition. For sale or take
over payments Call
492-8663 after 6P.M.
1987 350 YAMAHA
Banshee. Excellent
condition, never
wrecked, never raced,
adult ridden. Nerf bars
and new Spider Trac
tires. Must sell, $1,800.
Call 474-8817.
1987 YAMAHA 350 4
wheeler and 1985
Yamaha YZ 250 Dirt
Bike. Call 759 1974 or
753 3108.
2
1988 YAMAHA
Blasters, 3 months old
Must Sell Call 753 3329
or 759 1108 after 5P M

27 FAMILY
YARD SALE

a

k

AT Stud Registered
Tennessee Walker, son
of Mary Go Boy. Sorrell
with blazes - natural
Phone 5-2 7 • 7 241,
evenings.

41

FOR tent

VOTE

47

rent
Sleeping
room, furnished. $75 per
month and utilities, 1
block from campus Call 38 Pets -Supplies
759 4104
ROOMS for Rent One AKC REGLSTERED
block from campus, Maltese pups, 2
$125 per month, all females, 1 male, $250
each Call 474 2286.
utilities paid Call 753
AKC REGISTERED
6709
TWO or Three openings Persian, red Tabby
in sorority house for male cat 2 years old,
women, June 1 to July neutered, declawed
31
Also, apartment Call 753 0747
COCKER Spaniel Pup
available Call 436 2399
pies. Call 901 247 3945
34 Houses for Rent

BEDROOM townhouse,
central hl/A, only $250
Also 2 bedroom, 2 bath
mobile, vacant Coleman
Real Estate, 753 9898
FOR Rent
One bed
room house, un
furnished, at Coldwa
ter One or two adults.
$95 per month • de
posit Call 489 226'
ONE Bedroom house
NEW Two Bedroom partly furnished Nice
Duplex economical heat neighborhood close to
-pump system, carport, university. Cali
outside storage
No 753 3920
THREE Bedroom
pets Deposit required
house, newly decorated,
Phone 753 3778 or 753
$375 per month Cali
7947
ONE Bedroom fur 753 7967
fished apartment, some TWO Bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator, disposal,
utilities paid, near un
married couples, no
iverssty- and hospital
'Phone 753 4012 or 753 children, no pets, re
ferences deposit Cali
8756
492 8594
ONE Bedroom apart
ment, stove retrigera
36 For Rent or Leaf*
tor. water furnished
Low utilities $145 no
Lot for
pets Call 753 3949
Mobile Home. septic
NE Bedroom a5'37r tank, water Call mor
ment furnished, all flings or weekends
utilities included in 753 4628
rental
, $185 .per month
RENT to Own a Heavy
Depo sitr required, no Duty Washer and
children or pets Now Dryer, $18 per week
available, near MSU Call Movie World at
and downtown. Cali 753 4663
4367755
and Two Bedroom 37 Livestock -Supplies
furnished apartments, PERFORMANCE
1604 Miller Ave , Tested Simmental and
available May 15 For Maine Aniou crossbred
-appointment phone 753 service age bulls Only
0932 or 753 5898
the very top perform
TAKING applications ance bulls offered for
for Section 8
Rent sale
All buns health
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3 tested and guaranteed
BR
Apply Hilldale Broadbent Farms,
Hardin, Ky. Cadiz. KY 42211 (Day)
Apts
Equal Housing (502)2354182, (Night)
Opportunity
(502)235 5170

aNE

37. Livestock-Supplies

r

Homes for

Sale

10 75 ACRES, 3 BeT
room home, 2 year! old.
6 miles from Murray.
Call 753 9730, leave
message on recorder if
not home, will return
call
1 BEDROOM. 1 1/2 bath
brick, central H/A, car
port and wood deck
Available now! City
Coleman Real Estate,
753 9898.
BEAUTIFUL Brand
New 3 Bedroom Home
in Sherwood Forest
Kohl Construction Co ,
489 2482
CANTERBURY Three
to Four Bedroom, 2
baths, Ranch style
home with large re
creation room
Call
753 7204
COUNTRY Cottage 4
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
sunporch, carport,
garage/shop
Fenced
back yard. Garden spot.
About 5 miles from
Murray (502) 435 4298
evenin s/weekends
THREE Bedroom
Brick, 1 1/2 baths,
LR/DR, Den, 2
fireplaces, gas heat,
garage, deck. Satellite
dish, cable, concrete
drive, one acre, 7 miles
from Murray, 4 miles
from lake. Irvin Cobb
Rd. 436 5463.
THREE Bedroom home
12 miles East of
Murray. Good well, 2
sleeping rooms up
stairs, on about 3 1/2
acres. $50,000 Call 753
1203
THREE Bedroom
Duplex near college.
Call 753 7947.
)WO Bedroom Brick
House, nice neighborhood, almost a new roof,
hardwood floors, built
in carport Stove re
frigerator, air con
ditioning, shades and
curtains are optional.
1614 Ryan St. Call
753 6413.
Two Bedroom
Aluminum sided house,
fenced in backyard.
Nice neighborhood Call
759-1182

Motorcycles

Auto Services

rNGINE, 305 CI, 81
model, 3,500 actual
miles, $1,000. call 527
9729.

49. Used Cars
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49. Used

Cars

An Extra Car
Fiii A Fess/ Days'

NI•I'd

ii.. I I

Al

DwAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC
502 753.26 1 7
1980 MAZDA GLC
Sport. Must Sell. Runs
good, $700 firm. 762 2406
(days ask for Ross or
leave message); /535970 after 5P.M.
1982 BUICK Regal
Limited, 2 door, loaded.
V-6 261, tilt, cruise,
electric windows, door
locks, power brakes, air
conditioner, 64,000
miles, excellent condi
tion. Cal 498-8855 before
2P.M. or weekends.
1982 OLDS Toronado.
Call 753.6308.
198,
4 DAYTONA Turbo,
AM/FM cassette, AC,
PW, sears, door locks,
tilt, cruise, new tires. 492
8892.
1984 RED & White
Citation II, excellent
condition, $2,150. Call
753-89412.
1987 MAZDA 626 LX,
18,000 miles, under
warranty, loaded with
luxury features, elec
Inc sunroof, dark blue,
36 MPG, buying Van.
Call.75,3•9487 after
BUY Governmenf
Seized Vehicles from
S100. Fords, Chevys,
Corvettes, etc. For info
call (2)3)925-9906, ext.
1323.
REAL Nice Dune
Buggy with trailer. Call
492 8617.

971 PLYMOUTH
Scamp, $200 Can see at
209 Pine St or call
753 5320.
1973 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, 60,000 miles,
extra nice, $3,000 Call
492 8758.
1974 FORD Torino, p.b., 50
Used Trucks
p s. and air, 51,500 1985
CHEVROLET
1968
374
Chevy Cavalier, p.b ,
p s and air, S5,300. Call Ton, $500 or best offer.
Call 437 4582 after 5P.M
753 0260
1975 JEEP J 10, 4 wheel
drive pick up. Power
steering, power brakes,
air, S1709. 527 3962.
1976 CHEVY Pick Up
Short wheel base, 350,
white, cloth interior,
4 wheel drive
new tires and paint,
77,500 miles
$2,800. Call 759 4657.
Good Condition 1976 FORD Cour. 1/2
ton Pick Up 88K, man$4000.00 or
ual shift, complete new
Best Offer
cluth and ball joints.
Bed mat Little rust.
753-5382
Dependable, runs,
After 5
everything works great,
759-9555
$750. Cali 474 8848
evenings
Before 4
1983 FORD Ranger 4)(4,
I speed, 2 3 liter 4
1976 CADILLAC
cylinder short wheel
DeVille good running base, camper
top and 5
condition, $400 Call new
tires. $3,800 or best
474 2329 after 6P M
offer. 924 5598 after
1978 DODGE Diplomat, 5P.M
grey, body and motor in
1983 MAZDA Pick Up,
good condition. Needs
conditioning.
minor repairs. $400. speed, air
D 2000, excellent gas
Call 753 0180 until
mileage, looks and runs
5P.M , then 753 2798
Asking 52,700,
good
1978 DODGE Magnum 759
1545.
XE, needs motor, will
take best offer 753 3715 19114 FORD Van E150.
302, V 8, auto 'overdrive,
after 3P.M
radio, insulated,
1978 PONTIAC Grand air,
36,000 miles Call 753
Prix LJ Call 753-0222.
4048.
1980 BUICK Skylark
1
9 8 7 CHEVROLET
Limited, engine over
hauled 29,000 miles ago, Conversion Van,
cheap, sharp, nice Can loaded 436 2718 after
be seen at #145 Riviera 5P M

52. Boats -Motors

53

Services Offered

CHAIN Link Fencing
and Dog Pens. Small or
large jobs Free Es
timates, financing
available. Call 753-8846.
Mon. -Fri.,
10A.M..5P.M.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. Call
502-492 8160.
53 Services Offered
FAMILY Lawn Care
A 1 TREE Service and Specialize in lawn
stump removal. Your mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
professional tree ser
Servicing city and
vice. All types, remo
val, topping, feeding. county. Lower rates for
Free estimates. 50' Senior Citizens. Call
bucket truck and chip- now and register with a
dependable Lawn Ser
per. Call 753.0906.
ACE Lawn Services: vice. 7 5 3 - 3 5 3 4 or
Mowing, Landscaping, 753.3455.
any type of yard work. FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310
Call 492-8650.
ALL Types of- gravel for free estimate for
your needs
and white rock hauled
Also, slabs and light and FOR most any type
dark mulch, hauling driveway white rock
and any type of clean-up also, any type gravel,
work. Reasonable, Re- dirt and sand call Roger
ferences. (Industrial or Hudson, 753-4545 or
Residential), 753-0467 753-6763.
GILSON'S 16 HP Twin
after 6P,M.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Cylinder engine only
Kenmore, Westinghouse, $1,825. Includes 48"
Whirlpool. 28 years ex- mowing deck. We serperience Parts and ser. vice all makes and
models. Free pick up
vice Bobby Hopper, 753
and delivery. Jimmy's
4872 or 436-5848.
Lawn Mower & Saw
BREAKING and disc
ing gardens. Yard lan- Shop, Kirksey, KY.
dscaping. Leveling Phone 489-2804.
-4
V e w -e y- e and GUTTERING by Sears.
bushhogging. 436-5430 Sears continuous gutters installed for your
or 753.0659.
BRICK block and con- specifications. Call
crete driveways, Sears 753-2310 for free
sidewalks, patios, house estimate.
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
years experience. Free
All auto glass installed
estimates. Large or
Insurance claims welcome
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
KEY AUTO PARTS
HAMILTON Cultured
121 S., Murray, Ky.
marble and tile. 643 Old
759-4553
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
1974 WELCRAFT Air
slot 165, 140HP inboard,
outboard. Needs some
motor work. $1,500. Call
376 5400.
SAILBOARD SR 1,
$350, good condition.
Good beginner's board.
Contact Mike at 474 2718
after 5P.M

KEY GLASS CO.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753. 2310 for free
estimate.
'LAURA'S Cleaning
Service. Spring or
General cleaning. Carpet shampooing. Call
502-247-4789.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753.5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. For•
men county attorney;
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753 3153;
Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving.
Driveways, parking lots,
seal coating and stripirtg.
Also, limestone, gravel,
top' soil, and grading.
Phone 753.1537
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,_
leveling, underpinning,
set-ups,•tear downs,roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.

SERVICE on all makes
of Sewing Machines and
Vaccum Cleaners Call
474 8015.
SEWING Machine Re
pair
All makes and
models. Home &
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. A.II work
guaranteed. Kennon
Barnhill, '753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436.2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your pro':
ection Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely__
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
WILL do plumbing in
stallation 8. repairs.
guaranteed. Faee ..c2e
timates. Phone 492-8,,,9
or 753-1308.
55

Feed

The New

Northrup King
Seed Corn
Hybrid Sudan Grass
New S-4477
Soy Beans
Stack Dust
Garden Seed
and Bedding Plants

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Neale Rd
753-5522

1979 Ford
Bronco

Courts or phone
753-0572-----1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 350, V 8,
A/C, AM/FM, cass
ette, good condition.
Great family car or
graduation present, $l,
800. 753.9786.
1980 DOVE Grey Delta
Royale, 4 door, power
windows, tilt, cruise
Extra clean Call 136
2682

51

52

Now It's

Dan Taylor
,101110Y or 4Arrin, & Furron,

Choral*, Oldsmobile,
Calk,Inc. ol
Pans, M
New & Used
GM Executives
Program Vehicles
901-4142.3100
Hwy. 79 W. - Perla
1985 FORD Tempo Calf
753 4908

Campers

1970 WINNEBAGO in
Call
good condition
753 6196 or see at 508 S
7th St , Murray
1978 35 WILDERNESS
5th Wheel, must sell,
$6,000 or best offer. Call
753 6709
1980 COACHMAN
Lepercon motorhome,
air generator, low mile
age Call 753 1353
Boats Motors

14' ALUMINUM Fish
ing Boat with 40HP
Johnson electric start
motor, trolling motor
and depth finder. After
5P.M call 753 9865.
14' FIBERGLASS with
65HP Mercury, $700 or
best offer. Call 437 4582
after 5P M
16'FIBERGLASS
Sailboat with trailer, 2
sails, all accessories
Call after 5P M , 436.
2879
177 REBEL Crappie or
Bass boat, 90 HP Mer
cury, good condition.
Call 492 8505

**111
753
5940
Custom Kitchen
Cabinets

Custom Woodworking
Exceptional 3 BR,2 B., quality built home. Family room plus extra office St formal dining. S90's
KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main
753-1222

family Passes
Single Pass

Police
911

Murrayn

Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Timm end Cor•lor dottier
to, solos and torylc• In Murray
and Calloway County
502 Chestnut

77MNE
r •••111r. 0.01,

Shoppers Mall

Poison Control
753-7588
BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION
Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Gana 'Healey
753-6156

211 Main

753-8407

By-Pos•

753-1489

1105 Pogue

in
2 Mi. N. of Murray US 641 753-45661
Ow: Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5 I
Owned and Operated by Robert ani No I Marl n5

Center Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Lug• •ti racks •Truck rails and milieus guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

Pet Sitting

House Sitting

Shawn Maxwell - 733-6147

Your

Ad

Could Be Here

753-1916
sale Backhoe Service
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470

Spouse Abuse

Wheel Alignment, Inc.

•Corneuter12•41 4 Wheel Alignment
•Computerltied wheel lieliencing

A

753-9841

irrA

CARROLL

Wiggins Furn. Bid

753-5131
Greg's Vinyl Tops

Tire IL

You'll find it all of

Murray•Calloway County Hospital

753-8181

ON YOUR TIRES

Ceramics-Moccasins-Woodcr afts-Copper-BrassToys-Fish. Aquariums & Supplies-Crystal-NotionsFlowers-Tools-Wood Swings
Also now selling high quality sofas-love seatsHide-a-beds-Berkiine recliners-desks- tables &
chairs-end tables-bedding-entertainment centersand much much more

Phone
753-2571

71iffrl/atice

MICHELIN
MAW SO MUCH IS MONS

NItalKat011
Mood A Special Gift?

•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY.- MURRAY - Sums Bum. &ma A
i
Veg**********************

91 1

121

Passes may be purchased at
The Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
Call 753-7640

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Murray-Made Windows
Siding-Fencing
Downspouts li Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
JIRRI A/A/VS A ISSO<I4T/A

$70
S40

•
•

Dial-A-Service

Rent the tools you need.

Season passes for the Murray Calloway
County swimming pool may be purchased
now through pool opening.

_

All Types Of

753-8201

Pre-Season Sale

Seed

and

Murray, Ky.

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

Top ace your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday

8

a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 2.m.-12 p.m.

41

411111:11MWOICOMMIIMII

op
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Mrs. Nancy Willie

Burie V. Waldrop
Burie V. Waldrop, 78, Murray, Bethalto, Ill.; three greatdied Sunday at 8:25 a.m. at West grandchildren, Jennifer Darnell,
View Nursing Home.
Justin Darnell and Douglas
He had owned and operated Rhoads; one brother, Berthol
Waldrop Lock and Saw Shop, Mur- Waldrop, East Detroit, Mich.
ray, for about 20 years. He was a
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
member of First Baptist Church.
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. ChurBorn Oct. 24. 1909, in Calloway chill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
County, he was the son of the late Earwood and Dr. Nowell Bingham
Obie Alvin Waldrop and MOBJC0 will officiate. Mrs. Nell Earwood
Mae Taylor Waldrop.
will have the music.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Members of the Baraca Sunday
Laurine Carraway Waldrop, to
whom he was married on Nov. 24, School of First- Baptist Church
1926; two daughters, Mrs. Lida with Stan Groppel as teacher will
Darnell and husband, Pat, serve as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Decatur, Ga., and Mrs. Sue Cannedy, Alton, Ill.; three grand- Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
children, Kevin Darnell, Lilburn,
Ga., Mrs. Phyllis Rhoads, God- home after 4 p.m. today
frey. Ill., and Mrs. Cynthia Ahlers, (Monday I.

Mrs. Allce Steely

W. Michael Troop, Madisonville, was recently appointed Secretary of
the Justice Cabinet and acting Commissioner of the Kentucky State
Police by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.

Dyer reception scheduled
A retirement reception honoring
Joe R. Dyer, a staff member at
Murray State University for 22
years who has served since 1972 as
director of food services, is
scheduled from 2 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, May 11, in Winslow
Cafeteria on the campus.
Food service employees have
planned the reception as an opportunity for people on the campus
and in the community to extend
their good wishes to Dyer as he approaches his June 30 retirement
date.
A Calloway Countynative, Dyer
was also a member of the faculty
at Calloway County High School
from 1962-1966.
'He earned the B.S. and M.S.
degrees at Murray State and has
done 30 hours of graduate work
above the master's.
His activities on the campus include several years as chairman

of the non-academic personnel
committee and a year as president
of the Staff Congress.
He was elected to the Calloway
County School Board in 1974 and
served the last two years of his
four-year term as chairman. Dyer
was a member of the Calloway
County Democratic Executive
Committee from 1976 to 1985 and
was formerly chairman of the
Murray and Calloway County
Transit Authority, which he served as a member from 1979 to 1985.
Dyer said his immediate plans
are focused primarily on a farm
east of Murray where he and his
wife Patsy have both riding and
draft horses. She is also retiring
after 30 years at Murray State as
secretary to the president and
board of regents.
Later, Dyer said he intends to
devote more time to his work as a
licensed realtor.

Earthquakes rock Japan, Luzon
TOKYO (AP) - Separate
strong earthquakes rocked northern Japan and the main Philippine island of Luzon today, swaying buildings and trees but apparently not causing any serious
injuries or damage, officials.said.
The Japanese quake registered
a preliminary 5.2 on the Richter
scale and was the second strong
temblor to hit the northern island
of Hokkaido in less than three

days, Central Meteorological
Agency officials said.
They said it struck at 7:44 a.m.
(6:44 p.m. Sunday and was,
centered in the Hidaka mountain
range, 45 miles away from Saturday's earthquake, which
measured a preliminary 6.4 on the
scale. Local police said there were
no immediate reports of damage
or casualties.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

BOBBY WOLFF

-None of us can stand other people
NORTH
5-7-A
having the same faults as
•A K 2
ourselves."
•9 6
•K J 9 5 4
- Oscar Wilde.
+643
Few .will have any trouble choosEAST
ing the best suit to develop in to- WEST
.543
day's slam. Nevertheless, not many •10 9 8
•Q J 7 5 4 3
will succeed in winning 12 tricks. 1,108 2
•Q 3 2
Cover the East-West cards and try •10 8 7
4Q 9 8 5
•J
your luck at six no-trump.
SOUTH
South wins dummy's spade ace to
•Q J 7 6
lead a low club from dummy. Clear•A K
ly the club suit offers today's best
•A 6
chance.
•
A K 1072
When East's jack appears, South
faces a problem. Is East telling the Vulnerable: Both
truth or is he trying to talk South Dealer South
into adopting a different line? South The bidding:
decides to test once again and re- South West
North
East
turns to dummy's spade king to lead 2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
another club. Horrors! East did 3 NT
Pass
6 NT
All pass
have a singleton. Since the only
chance left is with diamonds, South
Opening lead: Spade 10
cashes his diamond ace and loses a
finesse to East's queen. East shifts
BID WITH THE ACES"
to hearts and South takes only nine
5-7-B
tricks. Where did South go wrong? South holds:
It was right to start the clubs instead of the diamonds. However,
.543
South should have adopted a contin111 Q J 7 5 4 3
gency plan. Instead of winning the
•Q 3 2
4J
first spade in dummy, he should
have won it in his hand. He then
cashes his club ace and enters dum- North South
my with a spade to lead a second 1 NT
club. East discards as South wins
with his king. South now cashes the ANSWER: Two hearts. Take the
diamond ace and loses the diamond plus and forget about opener's magfinesse as before. The difference is ical holding that will produce game
that dummy now has a spade entry
bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
to the long diamonds, and the bad Send
12363, Dallas. Texas 15225. with self-addressed.
luck in clubs is offset by good luck in stamped envelope for reply
diamonds.
copyright. Wall. tinned reatio, Sp•dicate

MAZDA
TRUCKS

IN OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
1996St 1907

D •••••• edy 1.41111.•••• 'NU •••'al tempo° /rusk CIMANEWMieas.••••• 1.• prodwl WSW, .4•41 ••••••

100 Oloweensn

Carroll Mazda

Mrs. Alice L. Steely, 80, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Sunday at 1 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Leland
Steely, died in 1948.
Born Feb. 8, 1908, she was the
daughter of the late Lee Flippin
and Euna Horner Flippin.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Anna Lou Coleman and husband, Pat, 815 North 19th St., Murray; two sons, Walter Lee Steely
and wife, Jane, Rt. 2, Hazel, and
Howard Steely and wife, Freda,
Rt. 7, Murray; one brother,
Howard Flippin, Heber Springs,
Ark.
Also surviving are a half
brother, Albert Watts, Charleston,
S.C.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mattie
Buster, Rt. 2, Hazel; a brother-in-

law, Aubrey Steely, Rt. 4, Murray;
eight grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren; three stepgreatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Steely was a member of
Green Plain Church of Christ
where the funeral will be Tuesday
at 3 p.m. Robert Usrey and Mike
Kaiser will officiate. Charles
Locke Stubblefield will direct the
song service.
Pallbearers will be Kelly Steely.•
Leland Steely, Pat Coleman Jr.,
Johnny Kelso, Bruce Logue and
Howard Flippin. Burial will follow
in Green Plain Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call after 4
p.m. today (Monday

Mrs. Letha E. McCallum
'Mrs. Letha E. McCallum, TI,
died Saturday at 4:05 p.m. at her
home at 507 Whitnell Ave., Murray. Her death followed an extended illness.
She was a member of Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Born May 16, 1910, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late R.C. Green and Nonie
Hughes Green.
Mrs. McCallum is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Anna Wells
and husband, Don, 510 Richardson, Murray: one son, Frank McCallum and wife, Agnes, 1708
Melrose, Murray; two sisters,
Miss Audie Green, 507 Whitnell
Ave., Murray, and Mrs. Holland

(Clydie) Roberts, Springfield.
Tenn.; five grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry
Henderson and the Rev. Grover
Lovett are officiating. Mrs
Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Active- pallbearers are Joe McClard, Keys Wells, James
Williams, Jackie Byerly, Jim
Haney and Larry Ward.
Honorary pallbearers are Earl
Byerly, Dudley Hughes, Roy
Hughes. Lake Hall, Jim Hughes

Almo; one brother, Charlie Wiggins, Tiptonville, Tenn.; eight
grandchildren; 1 0 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev C.C.
Dennison will officiate. Burial will
follow in Lynnville Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m today
(Monday I.

Walter Eugene Raymond
.Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Mirl Poss, Tennessee, Mrs.
Louise Winchester, Smithville.
Tenn., Mrs. Helen Bell, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. RUth Quarell,

Walter Eugene Raymond, 68.
Rt. 1, McMinnville. Tenn., died
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at Veterans
Administration Hospital, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
A veteran of World War II and a
member of a Baptist Church, he
was born Nov. 5, 1919.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Audrey Elkins. Raymond. formerly of Calloway County; two
daughters. Mrs. Kay Blair,
McMinnville, and Mrs. Nina
Burgess. Lebanon. Tenn.; one son.
James Raymond, McMinnville

McMinnville; one brother, T.R.
Raymond, McMinnville; nine
grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of McMinnville Funeral Home, McMinnville,
The Rev. H.B. Smith will officiate
Burial will follow in Fusion
Cemetery there

Mrs. Margaret A. Ralph
Funeral and burial services for
Mrs. Margaret A. Ralph were held
at Perry, N.Y., with arrangements by Eaton-Watson
Funeral Home there.
Mrs. Ralph, 77, Lake Street,
Perry, N V. died Wednesday.
April 13. at Strong Memorial
Hospital, Rochester, N Y
Born Dec. 1. 1910. in Canton, Ilk
she was the daughter of the late
Jay Elliott and Benita Elliott.
Mrs. Ralph and her husband,
Raymond. who survives, lived at
Keniana Shores in Calloway County for several years. While here
she was very active in the Senior
Citizens orzanization. She was a

member of AARP, Golden Agers
and Senior Citizens program
there
Survivors are husband, Ralph.
one sister, Lois, Little Rock, Ark..
three brothers. Robert Elliott,
Canton, Ill , Russell Elliott, New
York, N.Y.. and Charles Elliott.
Peoria, III.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Perry Emergeny Ambulance Fund or Pery Public
Library, Perry. N.Y., or to the
local Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program. Inc.
Murray, Ky. 42071

NEED INSURANCE?
...Get The Best...

*$1

000 OUU Major Medical—For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Lite Insurance (Term-Business Ins
Universal Life-IPA-Annuities — We Have 11 All)
*Group Insurance Our .Specialty

*Temporary Major Medical

Call Bennett & Associates
753.7273

305 N. 4th Murray

and Charles Tidwell.
Burial will follow in Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.

Mitterrand to form new government
PARIS ( AP ) - President Francois Mitterrand, who steamrolled
to re-election over conservative
Premier Jacques Chirac, faces
the knotty task of forming a new
Socialist-led government while the
right still controls the parliament.
Chirac was expected to wait until the president was ready to
name his new premier before handing in his resignation.
The leading candidate to succeed Chirac appeared to be Michel
Rocard, a popular former
agriculture minister who
represents a non-doctrinaire wing
of the Socialist Party. Other

Mrs. Nancy (Janie i Willie, 83, of
Mayfield died today at 3:15 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, James
Willie, preceded her in death.
Born Oct. 4, 1904, she was the
daughter of the late Lon Wiggins
and Victoria Austin Wiggins.
Mrs. Willie is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Marie Glover,
Murray, Mrs. Danny (Betty)
Wells, Rt. 2, Wingo, and Mrs.
Aubrey (Linda Stom, Rt. 1,

possibaities were former finance

ministers Jacques Delors and
Pierre Beregovoy.
Counting from Sunday's runoff
election between Mitterrand and
Chirac was suspended early today
with 98.1 percent of the vote in
Mitterrand had 53.9 percent of the
vote and Chirac had 46.1 percent
Mitterrand, 71, Is the first president elected twice by popular
vote. Charles de Gaulle was
elected in 1958 and 1965, and two
other men served twice. But
before a 1962 constitutional
amendment, French presidents
were always chosen by indirect
election.

•

"This tiny Beltone PETITE has brought
renewed meaning and enrichment to my life_
rail Beltone right now, and gire yourseif
the gift of better hearing this Mother's Day!"

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxoe
Ford
OAF.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of
-1.81
207.45
47/
1
2 •/
1
2
24%11 ISA
2.411/2 +%
is f ive
251/4 4.1/$

24% woe
371./s unc
78 7/
1
4A
43/
3
4
%
40% -%
49/
1
2 unc
74-%
17% -%
55 +1
/
4

10 a.m.
Goodyear
1.6 11
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
1-.S.Tobecco
Wal-Mart
Weedy's
C.L.F.Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY

114% -Vs
110s/4 +%
40 unc
13%8 14A
31% -V.
SI% •/
1
2
45% -1
/
4
511
/
4 +1
/
4

45% uric
35 urn'
511/4 •11/4
371/2 +1
/
4
29/
1
2 +%
17 •1
/
2
5%
%
5.91

BETTY BOSTON

KENTUCKY

753 3366

PAT GOSSUM

Eddie Albert for Beltone
• If you hear, hut have to luble understanding all the words in a
conversation. you may he suffering from a gradual hearing loss, or
"nerve deafness."
This Mother's Day. give yourself a gift you will enjoy for the rest
of your life-the gift of better hearing.
The trained professionals at your local Beltone Hearing Aid Center
are waiting to give you a FREE electronic hearing test. It's thorough.

painless and in II find out on-the-spot if you can he helped hy
quality Reltilne hearing aid.
Make this the hest Mother's Day ever. Take Eddie Albert's advice:
call Bellowe right now at (-59-9809) to schedule your FREE
hearing test and make sure you're hearing the most out of life!

Dennis Lamb, Specialist
Jerry D. Wheeler
Anita K. Wheeler
Authorized Beltone Dealers

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

QM!!
Koop

awes. SC•oto
weir, t'.'ti co.rtan. (.%1

641 South
Murray
753.2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

REESTABLISH CREDIT PLAN
BAD CREDIT OR CREDIT PROBLEMS IN THE
PAST. COME TO DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. MURRAY, KY. WE WILL
HELP YOU GET BACK IN THE RIGHT STANDING. DON'T DESPAIR,COME TO SEE DWAIN
TAYLOR CHEVROLET.

641 South-Southuide Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday Utru Friday
It "to

144
.
1111.11,

I 104 I,11.t
,
I 0111.111111.1

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY
FROM BELTONE!
REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR ONE
FREE BELTONE HEARING TEST.

Good only for:
May 7, 9, 10 & 11, 1988

h'aiiette*
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